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In this author response to reviews, we will first give a general response that contains the
most important or impactful reaction. The aim is to address the main issue pointed out by the
reviewers. After the general response, we will address remaining issues, which we also judge to be
important, per review on a point-by-point basis.

Before starting, we would like to thank the reviewers for their efforts and also for their
openness. Their willingness to discuss our paper and their reviews at WESC 2019 has helped in
forming our thoughts for the revision. The setup of the review process was an enabler for this, so
we would like to encourage the journal editors to continue with the current approach used.

1 General response

Both reviewers are positive about the work we have done and find it valuable.
We thank the reviewers for so explicitly sharing their appreciation for the work. This provides

encouragement for the revision we need to do and for continuation of this research line.
Both reviewers indicate that they think the presentation of the paper is currently not ideal.

They miss focus on the most important aspects and feel that readers may not fully appreciate
the relevance to the wind energy community, perhaps also discouraged by the paper’s length.
Reviewer 1 suggests splitting the paper in two parts, one part presenting the general idea for
a broad audience and a second part presenting practical applications. Reviewer 2 indicates
that much of the material in Sections 2 and 3 is ‘documentation’, which we interpret as being
distractingly detailed.

We take seriously the evaluation of the paper’s presentation by the reviewers. Therefore, for the
revision, we plan to indeed split the paper into two parts. The first part will give a general overview
and the second part will go into detail. We will precede both parts with a general introduction
where we make clear to the readers what the aim is of each part and where we will make sure the
paper’s structure is also clear. We think that this will result in a revised paper that addresses this
main issue pointed out by both reviewers.

2 Point-by-point replies

2.1 Review 1

• The authors should clearly state that use of the graphic database is a general tool applicable
to any wind farm project. The environment can be defined by a further property (metadata)
listing possible terrain types, e.g. as done by Sempreviva et al 2017, property “external
conditions” containg the attribute “offshore”, Complex terrain, coastal etc.
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We agree that the tool is indeed more generally applicable than offshore wind farms (our
specific interest). Therefore, we will make this clear in the paper and plan on renaming the
database to not be offshore-specific anymore. We will also make sure readers understand the
current focus on offshore wind farms.

• [C]oncerning the Conclusions. Expert elicitation is still a practice for professional taxonomists.
To avoid biases, the group of experts must include the right choice of experts. However, I am
not sure what the authors mean stating that OWPGraph is not biased. Is it not designed
by experts?

Thanks to the file with detailed comments, we understand that the reviewer’s concern is
about our statement that the approach we suggest for defining disciplines using the database
could reduce bias. We agree with the reviewer’s sentiment that experts provide the database’s
content, but still back our statement, as the database’s contents can provide concrete backing
for the disciplines defined. To address the concern, we will clarify this part of the text.

• Figures: In my opinion, the colors of the circles in all figures are too dark, I suggest
considering pastel colors with a black font.

We understand that the figures can be difficult to read for some readers. However, we have
already done quite some effort to ensure legibility by making the font as large as possible
and paying attention to contrast. We do not feel much can be gained by further tweaking,
unless the figures would be made larger still, which would blow up the page count. We have
ensured that the figures are vector-based and so the can be zoomed without loss of quality in
the electronic (pdf) version of the paper. We hope this is sufficient to address this comment.

• Other comments on the language, poor sentences and request of clarification are in the
attached PDF.

We thank the reviewer for their effort to signal issues concretely in the text. We will consider
each of the language, style, and text-structure suggestions and follow those that we agree
with. Each request for clarification will be acted on. We will consider the highlighted pieces
of text without explicit comments as potentially unclear parts and deal with them as such.

2.2 Review 2

2.2.1 Issues

• Size of the graph should be provided in the abstract or introduction.

This will be done.

• Publishing the graph in the form of an attached .zip file is not the best way to start building
a community around it. My suggestion would be to use GitHub and publish the repository
via Zenodo. GitHub would work well for tracking changes proposed by the community in
the .json file, while Zenodo would make it citable and would keep track of future releases
(supports versioning).

We understand that the reviewer did not access the on-line database itself because it was not
clear to them how to access it. The on-line version is and will remain the main location
for consulting and working with the database. However, we will follow the suggestion of
the reviewer to make database snapshots available as citable JSON files, for example using
Zenodo or an institutional data repository. We will consider the option of allowing community
members to provide input through GitHub.
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• While none “phenomenon” nodes have been defined yet, it would still be useful to provide
some examples of what concepts you would like to see there in the future.

The reviewer is right that this would help clarify its role. We will seriously consider adding
such an example, but may refrain from it in case we are not yet satisfied with the examples
we come up with also in how they connect to other nodes.

2.2.2 Comments

• The variable names don’t seem to follow any existing naming convention. By defining over
800 of them it seems like an attempt to create a yet another standard, which I believe to
be more harmful than helpful when it comes to developing standards and work on tool
interoperability. This could be addressed by defining a new relation for variables “same as”.
The mapping between naming conventions could be stored in a separate .json file (see next
point), for optional use.

The node naming is indeed our own, where brevity was usually a big factor. The reviewer is
right that using and promoting existing naming conventions would be good. We will at least
add a remark about this to the paper. Actual implementation in the database (as an extra
data field with convention/name pairs or by adding extra nodes for standard names) will
be put high on our to do-list. The resources and tools created by the reviewer will serve as
inspiration.

• Dividing the .json file into smaller ones would make it easier to work with and to trace
changes. The division could be made by discipline, or it could separate attachments to the
core graph which might not be of interest for the whole community (institution specific
nodes like “ECN install”).

Given that the database is accessible on-line using an interactive web interface and can also
be accessed through APIs, we do not plan to do this. Others can export any subset of the
data as they see fit.

• APPEARS IN relation feels like an unnecessary replacement of input and output relations,
probably created for compatibility with the visualization software. If possible, I would
consider using separate input and output relations or renaming, for clarity APPEARS IN
to INPUT OUTPUT TO.

The APPEARS IN relation was consciously created without consideration to visualization.
We will consider a renaming, but currently think it unlikely that we will follow the reviewer’s
suggestion. The rationale behind the APPEARS IN relation was that some models deal with
inputs and outputs implicitly, without clear distinction. Instead all variables APPEAR IN
the model, and the user may choose which are inputs and which are outputs.
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Revisions made to the paper

Erik Quaeghebeur, Sebastian Sanchez Perez-Moreno, Michiel B. Zaaijer

October 9, 2019

• We have restructured the material into two parts: a general overview and a detailed
description. Which material has been moved where is made explicit using color-coding
in the pdf of the original submission: green corresponds to parts moved to the general
overview and blue corresponds to material moved to the detailed description. There are a
few instances of removed sentence and conscious overlap. Also, to get a good flow of the
text for the restructured, new version of the paper, reformulations and small recapitulations
have been applied as needed; these do not change the paper content-wise. We include this
color-coded pdf in attachment.

• To broaden the scope of the work, we have renamed the database from OWFgraph to
WESgraph (for Wind Energy System graph) and removed references to ‘offshore’ throughout
the paper where appropriate (so not in examples where an actual offshore system is
discussed).

• We have dealt with all comments listed in the annotated pdf provided by A.-M. Sempreviva.
This was done by either accepting the proposed change, rejecting it, marking it non-
applicable (due to other changes, such as the restructuring), or by adding an answer (e.g.,
including a changed formulation). We include the annotated pdf with our responses in
attachment.

• We have added a phenomenon to the database (‘wake’) as suggested by a reviewer. It and
its relationships are now illustrated at the end of Sect. 3.1.3. It is now mentioned in Table 1
containing example concepts.

• Statistics have been updated to account for changes in the database (such as the added
phenomenon); this is done in Table 4 and the new summarizing Table 3.

• We now mention the number of concepts and relationships in the database in the abstract
(4th sentence) and the introduction (last sentence of 2nd paragraph). This is also done to
emphasize the effort spent to create the database.

• We now briefly discuss, in the fourth paragraph of Sect 3.1.3, the issue of encoding stan-
dardized names in the database to enable the discovery of content by searching using such
names.

• We now make the JSON export of WESgraph available via Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/
record/3478346) and Github (https://github.com/equaeghe/wesgraph-exports).
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Abstract. The construction and management of an offshore wind farm involves many disciplines. It is hard for a single designer

or developer to keep an overview of all the relevant concepts, models, and tools. Nevertheless, this is needed when performing

integrated modeling or analysis. To help researchers keep this overview, we have created OWFgraph, a knowledge base for the

offshore wind farm domain, implemented as a graph database. This paper presents the structure of this graph database—content

stored in nodes and relationships between them—as a foundational ontology, which classifies the domain’s concepts. This5

foundational ontology partitions the domain in two: a part describing physical aspects and a part describing mathematical and

computational aspects. This paper also discusses a number of general difficult cases that exist when adding content to such a

knowledge base. This paper furthemore discusses the potential applications of OWFgraph and illustrate its use for computation

pathway discovery—the application that triggered its creation. It also contains a description of our practical experience with

its design and use and our thoughts about the community use and management of this tool.10

1 Introduction

An off-shore wind farm is a complex system, composed of many subsystems that interact with other subsystems and external

systems. Its design involves multiple disciplines, such as installation, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning. The result

is that keeping an overview of the offshore wind farm ‘domain’ is hard to do for a single person or a small team. However,

at the current stage of development of the domain, where subsystems—such as turbines—have already seen a good number15

of optimized design iterations, the system interactions have become relatively more important. This prompts a more holistic,

systems engineering approach to open up the possibility of further gains in, e.g., productivity, efficiency, and robustness (van

Kuik et al., 2016, §7). Therefore, a tool that enables a developer, designer, or researcher in the field to keep the overview can

provide great benefits.

This paper presents such a tool, OWFgraph. It is a graph database for the offshore wind farm domain. Graph databases are20

used as knowledge bases for various purposes in diverse domains, such as general human knowledge (Bollacker et al., 2008;

Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014; Speer et al., 2017), biochemistry and biomedicine (Jupe et al., 2012; Franceschini et al., 2013;

Himmelstein and Baranzini, 2015), and aerospace (Taymaz et al., 2013). The domain, both in its physical and mathematical

aspects, is described using information-carrying nodes—concepts—connected by edges—relationships. Information can be

added locally and through the graph structure be connected to the global whole. The database can be queried to return the25

information desired in the format required. The creation of this graph database was started in the context of projects dealing
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with offshore wind farms as a whole. Namely, (i) mapping uncertainty and its propagation through the offshore wind energy

system and (ii) exploring the effect of model fidelity on wind farm simulation. However, its usefulness as a tool for multiple

purposes soon became apparent, which resulted in its more informed and serious development.

Other tools that enable practitioners in the field to keep the overview may be conceived. They could be quite different from

OWFgraph, consider for example a domain-specific collaborative wiki, which has important implications for the possible use5

cases it enables. So OWFgraph should effectively be seen as a proposal, the first of its kind in the wind energy domain. This

paper gives a thorough description of OWFgraph, brings to the fore its qualities and limitations, and provides reflection. It does

not provide an analysis of effectivity, as its use as of yet has been too limited for that. It does provide a very concrete starting

point for further exploration, test cases, and discussion in the community.

An overview of the its contents and why that content is included provides a guideline through the paper: To make the content10

of the database accessible, it should be effectively structured. It starts by describing how the content is structured (Sect. 2).

Once this structure is in place, content can be added and queried in an informed way. However, the agreed-upon structure

does not prescribe how content must be added, which means that representation challenges arise for some parts of the domain.

So next it gives a view of the database’s current content and highlight the challenges encountered (Sect. 3). The database

can be queried in different ways, so to also give an idea about the possible uses, the paper discusses a number of use cases:15

computational pathway discovery, tool interoperability, defining disciplines, and education (Sect. 4). The paper ends with our

conclusions about OWFgraph and a vision for its future (Sect. 5).

This introduction closes with Fig. 1, which gives a first impression of OWFgraph. When using a graph database, it is natural

to visualize its content by showing excerpts from the graph. (The whole graph is too large in terms of nodes and edges to

be usefully shown in its entirety.) The amenability to such visualizations actually greatly contributes to the usability of the20

database. This paper makes extensive use of graph visualizations. An example is shown in Fig. 1. (The meaning of the different

elements of this visualization is discussed later in the paper.) It shows the relationship between the power output of an off-

shore wind farm—OWF—and its constituent wind turbines—WT. The involvement of the electrical connection system—elec.

connect. syst.—appears through the transmission cables and the cable endpoints through which the power flows.

2 Structure25

This section discusses the structure of OWFgraph. It starts from the basics in Sect. 2.1, describing the general concept of a graph

database and more specifically the features we use. Then Sect. 2.2 details the structure tailored specifically to our needs—the

database schema and in particular our ‘foundational ontology’—designed on top of the basic graph database features. Next,

Sect. 2.3 discusses the use of the graph database labeling feature in ways that fall outside the structure prescribed in Sect. 2.2.

Finally, Sect. 2.4 discusses the practical software implementation that we used.30
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Figure 1. Visualization of an excerpt of the content in OWFgraph.

2.1 Graph database features

A graph database is in the widest sense the combination of graph database software and an amount of content stored and

managed by this software. Content is discussed later. Here the focus lies on the conceptual aspects of the software that make it

a graph database and not on the actual implementation as software.

A graph database is built on the concept of a graph, which has proven itself as a useful way of structuring information.5

A graph consists of nodes—also called vertices—connected by edges. In Fig. 1, discs represent nodes and arrows between

nodes represent edges.

There are multiple variants of the mathematical graph concept that differ, for example, in whether some or all edges are

directed or not, that is, whether they point from one node to the other. The graph variant used is a directed graph, in which all

edges are directed. There is at most one edge between any pair of nodes and there are no loops—edges between a node and10

itself. Because of this, ordered pairs of start and end nodes uniquely define edges.

For building a useful graph database, one needs to be able to add content in addition to the graph structure. For both nodes and

edges, an arbitrary number of properties can be added. These are key-value pairs that can be used to store content specifically

associated to the node or edge. Moreover, a unique relationship type must be associated to every edge. Furthermore, zero or

more labels can be added to nodes. A graph with such content-carrying features is called a labeled property graph. In Fig. 1,15

relationship types—in all-caps—are overlaid on the edges, node labels determine color-coding of nodes, and the value of the

property ‘name’ is, to the degree possible given the available space, printed on the node discs.

The features discussed above provide enormous flexibility in creating the graph structure and adding content. In fact, without

further restrictions, collaboration on adding material to the database and useful extraction of data is next to impossible. The

next section therefore describes the rules put in place to make consistent use of OWFgraph possible.20
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2.2 Database schema & foundational ontology

2.2.1 Introduction and overview

An important task in the creation of a knowledge base is to define the way in which its content is to be structured. The graph

database labeled property graph model described above provides features and some structure already. This section describes

the further rules put in place to specify consistent addition of material. This enables discoverability of the database’s contents5

by someone who is informed about both the labeled property graph model and these additional rules.

In classical—often relational—databases, the description of the database structure, including such rules—often called con-

straints—, is its schema (see, e.g., Silberschatz et al., 2011). In the database world, this is widely understood as a formal

machine-readable specification that is automatically enforced. Graph database software is often mostly schema-less in this for-

mal sense. Nevertheless, a specification of the structure in natural language that users need to adhere to can act as an informal10

schema.

OWFgraph’s database schema consists of two conceptually separable parts: The first is a so-called foundational ontology for

the domain; it defines finite sets of node categories (implemented as labels) and relationship types (see, e.g., Staab and Studer,

2009). The design of (foundational) ontologies has become a proper research topic in some fields, such as cyber security

(Iannacone et al.). The second is an enumeration of the properties that can or should be attached to nodes and relationships. In15

practice, both parts cannot be completely separated, as the prescribed properties depend on the category and relationship type.

The reference diagram in Fig. 2 provides a schematic overview of the categories and relationships defined by the foundational

ontology. It also mentions the properties that can be attached to nodes and relationships.

Below, subsections discuss each of the concepts mentioned above and appearing in Fig. 2. Section 2.2.2 describes the

categories of OWFgraph’s foundational ontology, Sect. 2.2.3 describes its relationships, and Sect. 2.2.4 describes the properties.20

Sect. 2.2.5 closes with some reflections.

2.2.2 Categories

When describing a domain, such as offshore wind energy, its concepts can be categorized. Such a categorization is the basis

for the foundational ontology. In the specification of the categories, expressivity must be balanced with simplicity. Expressivity

pushes towards a larger number of categories. Simplicity favors a smaller set of categories that can be kept in mind by human25

users. The set of categories decided upon was determined by

1. the original use cases, which required a description of models for offshore wind energy subsystems and their intercon-

nections through variables, and

2. the need to contextualize those models by relating them to the physical systems themselves.

This prompted a first division into two overarching classes, dubbed the virtual world and the real world.30

Each of these two classes consists of a number of mutually exclusive categories. For the virtual world, these are

4
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Figure 2. A schematic overview of the categories, relationships, and (required) properties defined by the database schema.

– models, encompassing both mathematical models as well as computational tools, and

– variables, covering the variables, parameters, and constants used as inputs and outputs for the models.

For the real world, these are

– objects, representing all physical things,

– procedures, describing concrete implementations of planned processes,5

– attributes, specifying objects and procedures, and

– phenomena, categorizing physical processes.

Table 1 gives illustrative examples for each of the categories. In the graph database, labels are used to encode categories.

As already mentioned, in Fig. 1 colors correspond to labels, and therefore colors correspond to categories; from left to right

we can see objects (red), attributes (purple), variables (blue), and models (yellow). Figure 2 shows the categories as the nodes10

of the diagram, with virtual world categories on the left and real world categories on the right. Figure 2 shares its color-coding

with Fig. 1 and other graph extracts.
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Even if the virtual world is the important part for the original use cases—but perhaps not for other potential uses of the

database—, the real world creates a mind map that supports users. This holds both for adding content to the database and

querying the database. For example, having a ‘wind turbine rotor’ object node as a starting point helps adding the variables

and models that relate to it. The other way around, it also allows someone else to easily discover the variables and models in

the database related to it.5

2.2.3 Relationships

Next to restriction of nodes to certain categories, the foundational ontology also constrains the relationships between nodes,

in a category-dependent manner. For example, from their description above, attributes clearly have a special relationship with

members of other categories—objects and procedures. But this is just the tip of the iceberg. The next few paragraphs go

over the restricted set of relationships that have been defined and how they may be combined with the different categories. All10

defined relationships are included in the diagram of Fig. 2. Their names are attached to the arrow connecting the categories

between which the relationships are defined.

There are two intra-category relationships that can be used for all categories:

– is a PART OF, to decompose concepts into subconcepts, and

– is a VARIANT OF, to list more specific variants of a concept.15

These two relationships predominantly tend to create tree-shaped subgraphs. Namely, nodes are generally only PART OF or a

VARIANT OF a single parent. However, this is not a strict requirement and for some attributes it is even very sensible for them to

be PART OF two parents. Figures 3 and 4 show excerpts of the subgraphs defined by the PART OF and VARIANT OF relationships.

Figure 3 shows a tree-structured subgraph for object (on the left, red nodes) and an excerpt from the subgraph for attribute

(on the right, purple nodes) in which a node with multiple parents appears. Figure 4 shows subgraphs for objects (top left, red20

nodes), attributes (top right, purple nodes), and models (bottom, yellow nodes).

Table 1. Example concepts for each of the categories defined.

Category Examples

object atmosphere, composite blade, generator, monopile, pitch controller, RNA (rotor-nacelle assembly), substation, tower

procedure OWF (off-shore wind farm) decommissioning, OWF maintenance, RNA assembly, WT (wind turbine) maintenance

attribute blade geometry, decommissioning cost, electrical cable state, grout structure, site location, turbulence, waves

phenomenon (none yet)

modela ECN Install, Katić mixed wake model, power coefficient, rotor swept area, wake speed deficit, WT available power

variableb blade length, farm-average availability factor, LPC (electricity levelized production cost), OWF rated power

a Models are often named after the variable they are meant to compute. b Variables often have the same name as the attribute they describe.
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Figure 5. Excerpts of the subgraph of model/variable pairs.

All the other relationships are inter-category ones. They are also specific to the actual categories of the nodes they connect,

although names are reused for similar relationships—cf. DESCRIBES in Fig. 2.

In the virtual world, the inter-category relationships between models and variables express which variables appear in which

models and what their role is:

– a variable is an INPUT TO a model, and cannot be an output,5

– a variable is an OUTPUT OF a model, and cannot be an input, and

– a variable APPEARS IN a model, to express that it can be both input and output, depending on the use case of the model.

Recalling that the model category comprises both mathematical models and computational tools, it should come as no surprise

that APPEARS IN is mostly used for the former and OUTPUT OF and INPUT TO are mostly used for the latter. Figure 5 shows excerpts

of the subgraph of model/variable pairs. Specifically, on the left-hand side, it shows the use of the APPEARS IN relationship with10

a mathematical model (an implicit one, for pile clamping depth). On the right-hand side, it shows the use of INPUT TO and

OUTPUT OF relationships for computational tools (farm wake models, in this case).

Attributes form the main connection between the real world categories object and procedure and the virtual world category

variable. A single relationship name, DESCRIBES, is used for all the relationships between these categories. Namely,

– a variable DESCRIBES an attribute,15

– an attribute DESCRIBES an object or procedure.

Figure 6 shows excerpts of the subgraph defined by the DESCRIBES relationship. On the left-hand side, it shows how the

offshore wind farm object is DESCRIBED. On the right-hand side, it shows how the offshore wind farm installation procedure

is DESCRIBED.
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Figure 6. Excerpts of the subgraph defined by the DESCRIBES relationship.

Procedures effect change in the real world. To describe how this is done, a number of Procedures-specific relationships

have been defined. Shared for all procedures is that

– a procedure INSTRUCTS an object (a crew, for example).

This object performs tasks prescribed by the procedure. Depending on the kind of task, specific relationships are used.

– For changes to which objects are present in the wind energy system, we have5

– objects as INPUT TO a procedure, and

– objects as OUTPUT OF a procedure.

– For changes to attributes, we have that

– a procedure MODIFIES an attribute.

– For measuring attributes, we have that10

– a procedure MEASURES attributes, and

– variables as OUTPUT OF a procedure.

This relationship between variables and procedures represents the only actual relation between the real world and the

virtual world. It represents that measurements and observations in the real world produce data that are used as input to

the models.15
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Figure 7 shows excerpts of the subgraph defined by the INSTRUCTS relationship, and its context. On the left-hand side, it

shows a procedure where an object is created, namely the ‘Offshore Wind Energy System’. On the right-hand side, it shows

procedures where attributes are modified.

One could argue that it is not the procedure that MODIFIES or MEASURES, but the object that has been INSTRUCTED. How-

ever, having procedure as the nexus for all relationships involved provides for more easily recognizable and less ambiguous5

connection patterns.

The last set of relationships are connected to phenomena. As can be seen in Fig. 2, phenomena and attributes mirror

models and variables in terms of relationships. Namely,

– an attribute CAUSES a phenomenon, but is not itself affected by it,

– an attribute is an OUTPUT OF a phenomenon, but not a cause, and10

– an attribute APPEARS IN a phenomenon, to express that it can be both a cause and effect.

A direct connection with the virtual world can also be made:

– a model RELATES TO a phenomenon.

In this section, it has become clear that in the foundational ontology, the categories and relationships are not defined inde-

pendently, but inextricably linked.15
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2.2.4 Properties

Section 2.2.2 provided categories for the concepts of the offshore wind energy domain. It did not touch upon the practical

concern of how concept names or descriptions are attached to the nodes that represent them. This is done by adding properties

to the nodes (cf. Sect. 2.1).

To facilitate manageability and discoverability, only properties from a predefined set are allowed. Moreover, some properties5

must be present on all relationships, all node categories, or specific node categories.

The properties allowed on all nodes and relationships are:

– authors (list of strings), listing the email addresses of the people that have added or modified that element in the

database, to provide a pointer on whom to contact for clarification,

– description (string), containing a description of the concept or a clarification of the relationship in one or a few10

sentences,

– references (list of strings), containing one or more references to the literature where more information about the

concept or relationship can be found, and

– notes (list of strings), providing information about recognized issues with how the element fits into the database or is

described, meant as a pointer to correct this issue.15

Of these, authors is required for all nodes and relationships, so that ‘ownership’ of all database content is made explicit.

Also, a description is—in principle—required for all nodes. Descriptions of models may include mathematical

expressions, as long as the variable symbols used are also explained therein.

Next comes a property that must be present on all nodes:

– name (string), containing a description of the concept in one or a few words.20

To be unambiguous, the name must be unique for a given category. If this name is judged sufficiently informative for some

concept, its description may be omitted. In name, uniformly used abbreviations for words common in the database are

encouraged to improve their usefulness when visualizing the graph; for example, ‘WT’ for ‘wind turbine’.

Furthermore, there are three properties specifically for variables:

– type (string), giving information about the set of values the variable belongs to, with typical values being ‘bool’,25

‘integer’, ‘rational’, ‘real’, and ‘string’.

– unit (string), listing the SI unit of the variable, which must be omitted for dimensionless quantities, and

– value (number or string), which holds a value if the variable represents a constant and must be omitted otherwise.

The last property defined is specifically meant for the APPEARS IN relationship between variables and models:
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Table 2. Example values for each of the properties defined.

Property Examples (separated by commas; lists are delimited by square brackets)

authors [E.R.G.Quaeghebeur@tudelft.nl, S.SanchezPerezMoreno@tudelft.nl], [S.SanchezPerezMoreno@tudelft.nl]

description ‘Vessel, labor and equipment costs to pull export cables through J-Tubes and connect to transformers’

references [G. F. Moore (ed.) “Electric Cables Handbook” 3rd ed., Blackwell Science Ltd., 1997; Equation (8.1) on page 124.]

notes [Add description., Perhaps this node does not belong here?], [This is assumed to be a constant in ECN Install.]

namea ‘storm’, ‘switchgear cost’, ‘project development’, ‘downtime during preparation of repair of a WT failure’

type ‘string’, ‘bool’, ‘integer’, ‘rational’, ‘real’, ‘real, between 0 and 1’, ‘positive real’

unit W, ◦C, Hz, %, J, N, h, year, V, Pa, A, H, ° ′ ′′, N · m, m/s, kg/m3, rad/s, F/m, Ω/m, 1/K, N/m3, K · m/W

value 86400, 2.3, -1.5, ‘around 2’, ‘approximately 0.4’, ‘Zaaijer suggests 2.05 · 106 EUR(2003)’

output true, false

a All the examples of Table 1 are (edited) name values.

– output, holding a Boolean value to indicate whether or not the connected variable is the usual output of the connected

model.

Whereas the INPUT TO and OUTPUT OF relationships between variables and models unambiguously provide the role of the

variables, APPEARS IN does not. The output property makes it possible to nevertheless encode the variable’s typical role,

which is essential to get a view of actual practice in the domain. It is therefore required to be present.5

Table 2 gives illustrative examples for all of the defined properties.

The last remaining schema rule is a naming convention for attributes that DESCRIBE: they are either state, structure, or cost

attributes. This means their name must be the name of the concept they DESCRIBE followed by one of those terms. This

convention is used to force the many potential attributes into three sub-categories, as this gives a better overview. An example

of how this convention is implemented is given in Fig. 8.10

2.2.5 Reflection on the schema and foundational ontology

The foundational ontology and other aspects of the schema were in large part designed in a few brainstorming sessions.

Afterwards, informed by experience adding material to the database, they were further tweaked. Even if our experience shows

that the current schema in general and the foundational ontology in particular provide a useful basis for a knowledge base, it is

not set in stone and may evolve further. This paper describes the first public version—‘version 1.0.0’.15

While the schema design is informed by practical experience, that was not the driver. Examples of this are the elements in

the foundational ontology that do not yet appear in the actual database: the phenomenon category and MEASURES relationship.

In fact, the foundational ontology should drive the way content is added to the database. It should lead to the database being

accessible to a relatively wide audience within the offshore wind energy community. Therefore, it should be small and appre-
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Figure 8. An example implementation of the top-level attribute state/structure/cost name convention.

hensible without constant reference to an extensive specification; a diagram such as Fig. 2 should be sufficient for day-to-day

use.

The downside of using a small, apprehensible foundational ontology is that it may be rather crude. For example, the sub-

categories of attribute do not really partition the set of all possible attributes. This can be illustrated using Fig. 8: ‘wind turbine

reliability’ is not completely structural—as implied by the current connections—, but has state aspects as well. Furthermore,5

the foundational ontology does not provide guidance on many practical domain representation issues one encounters while

adding content to the database. Such issues will be discussed in Sect. 3. To underline the fact that our foundational ontology

is indeed small, MarineTLO—a foundational ontology for the marine species domain—has 55 categories and 37 relationships

(Tzitzikas et al., 2013), although that it must be said that such numbers cannot be comapared directly.

Even while keeping its content the same, the schema could have had a different structure. Namely, in a graph database it is10

always possible to replace a node property by a node containing the property value and a relationship expressing the property

type. For example, the unit property of variables could be replaced by a unit category and a HAS UNIT relationship. The same

remark can be made about labels, for example, using discipline nodes (cf. Sect. 2.3) and relationships instead of labels. Such

a design would add more structure to the database contents, at the expense of increasing the number of categories, making the

foundational ontology more complex.15

2.3 Labels other than categories

Section 2.1 mentioned that an arbitrary number of labels can be added to nodes. The description of the foundational ontology

in Sect. 2.2.2 already mentioned one application of labels: categories. Of these, one and only one must be added to each node.

Labels are a convenient tool for other purposes as well. They appear in the database to indicate
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– the discipline a concept belongs to (e.g., maintenance, electricity, mechanics),

– a related set of nodes whose addition to the database is being worked on, and

– the fact that a model or variable is ‘internal’ to some larger, overarching model.

Apart from not creating ‘too many’ labels, there is no guideline yet on what is and what is not a valid use case for non-

category labels. Of the ones mentioned above, the labels indicating disciplines are meant to evolve into a standard set of disci-5

plines which can be used as a categorization orthogonal to the one of the foundational ontology—more on this in Sects. 3.3.6

and 4.3. Whenever content is added to the database, labeling the nodes that are part of work-in-progress helps avoid edit con-

flicts and supports tracking them over multiple editing sessions. A reference to a common source (e.g., NREL cost breakdown)

can for example be used for the label. When such work-in-progress content has been sufficiently integrated into the database,

such a temporary label must be removed. Finally, the ‘internal’ label provides functionality that supports properly representing10

large, modular models—more on this in Sect. 3.3.5—, but it is not yet clear whether it is a sufficiently effective approach.

2.4 Practical implementation

We have chosen to use the Neo4j graph database server software. It implements the labeled property graph model detailed in

Sect. 2.1. It is cross-platform Java software available under both free and commercial licenses. Interaction with the server can

be done through a provided internet browser interface, application programming interfaces to various popular programming15

languages, or via HTTP requests containing JSON-formatted messages (ECMA International, 2017). (HTTP, the HyperText

Transfer Protocol, is the ubiquitous communication protocol of the World Wide Web and JSON, the Javascript Object Notation,

is a widely supported text-based data format.) Commands for the server are formulated in Cypher, a graph database-specific

query language (Neo4j, Inc., 2019), comparable to what SQL (Structured Query Language) is for relational databases (Silber-

schatz et al., 2011).20

The main reasons for choosing this particular graph database software are

– the fact that it has a free license (AGPL version 3), taking away any cost considerations at this stage of development

(FSF, Inc., 2007),

– its interactive web interface, which greatly facilitates interaction with the database, and

– its server nature, so that multiple users can access the same database concurrently and from different locations.25

Furthermore, it has good documentation and the fact that it is one of the market leaders makes it straightforward to find support.

We give a screenshot of the web interface showing interactive functionality—graph element selection—in Fig. 9. It shows the

command line box for entering Cypher queries (top), a menu bar for accessing database-related information (left), and a query

result window containing an interactive graph visualization. All graph visualizations in this paper have been obtained as exports

from this interface.30

It does have some limitations:
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Figure 9. A screenshot of the Neo4j web interface.

– The web interface provides no interactive editing of graph elements or properties. This must all be done using Cypher

queries. However, there exist separate tools that make this possible; these have not been tested.

– There is only a very limited support for specifying a formal schema. Namely, only per-label property existence and

uniqueness constraints can be added. Thus, most of the schema we specified must be respected through author discipline

and periodic efforts by the maintainer to correct deviations from the schema.5

The database structure and content does not depend on the currently chosen implementation. The structure is compatible

with other databases and database types. The content can be exported to various machine-readable and human readable formats,

such as JSON and GraphML (Brandes et al., 2002). The advantage of using graph database software, however, is that it includes

functionality specifically tailored for working with graphs, such as shortest path algorithms. The advantage of using a database

server is that effective collaboration on database content is possible.10
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3 Content

Section 2 gave a description of the structure of OWFgraph. Database content did make an appearance in the examples and

illustrations, but was not the focus.

This section shifts focus to the content. This is not done by actually listing the contents, as that cannot be done in a man-

ageable way; the actual database implementation is the most convenient approach to discover, browse, and otherwise query the5

database (access can be obtained by contacting the authors). It is done by giving statistics, in Sect. 3.1, listing the main sources

for content and giving an overview of the content addition process, in Sect. 3.2, and focusing on specific cases where domain

representation was not initially straightforward, in Sect. 3.3.

3.1 Database statistics

Currently, the database contains 1219 nodes and 1718 edges. Table 3 shows a breakdown over node categories and edge10

relationship types. The average in-degree and out-degree for the different categories are also included. (The in-degree of a

node is the number of incoming edges and the out-degree of a node is the number of outgoing edges.)

Some facts that are immediately apparent from the table: Most database content is currently concentrated in the virtual world

of models and variables. Also, the PART OF and VARIANT OF relationships form a substantial part of all connections made for all

categories except for procedures. Furthermore, models have an average in-degree above four, meaning that on average more15

than four variables are connected to each model.

3.2 Sources for content

Initially, content was added reflecting the personal knowledge of the contributors, supported by standard references such as the

books by Manwell et al. (2009), Burton et al. (2001), and the collection edited by Twidell and Gaudiosi (2009). This started by

developing the subgraph for object PART OF object, which describes the breakdown of the physical wind energy system. This20

created the context for adding and connecting some models. It included adding a few procedures to see how they could be

integrated. Throughout this initial stage, the foundational ontology changed based on the experience and insight gained.

The initial stage gave way to trying out various approaches for obtaining and adding further content. One was gathering

information about models used in the field by interviewing domain experts. Specifically, the wind energy group of ECN

(Energy research Centre of the Netherlands, now part of TNO) contributed in this way. This led to general and also ECN-25

specific additions such as their FarmFlow wake modeling tool, shown in Fig. 10.

In the first of two trials for adding large bodies of content, the models described in the PhD thesis of Zaaijer (2013) were

imported. This was done in a semi-automated fashion: To start, models from the thesis and the variables involved were man-

ually copied to a structured spreadsheet description. This description was then imported to the database using a script, adding

about 150 models, 330 variables, and 600 relationships. Finally, connections between imported nodes and those previously30

present were manually added to integrate the material. This integration is still an ongoing process and is not trivial; it effectively

prompted the discussion on model grouping in Sect. 3.3.5.
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Table 3. Database content node and edge numbers breakdown.

Category Number Avg. Degree Source Relationship Target Number

in out

model 205 4.2 0.22
model PART OF model 37

model VARIANT OF model 6

model RELATES TO phenomenon 0

variable 812 0.56 1.8

variable PART OF variable 410

variable VARIANT OF variable 44

variable DESCRIBES attribute 198

variable APPEARS IN model 685

variable INPUT TO model 89

variable OUTPUT OF model 37

variable OUTPUT OF procedure 0

object 93 1.7 1.1

object PART OF object 62

object VARIANT OF object 29

object INPUT TO procedure 5

object OUTPUT OF procedure 4

procedure 6 2.7 1.2

procedure PART OF procedure 1

procedure VARIANT OF procedure 0

procedure INSTRUCTS object 4

procedure MODIFIES attribute 2

procedure MEASURES attribute 0

attribute 103 2.3 1.0

attribute PART OF attribute 25

attribute VARIANT OF attribute 7

attribute DESCRIBES object 67

attribute DESCRIBES procedure 6

attribute CAUSES phenomenon 0

attribute AFFECTED BY phenomenon 0

attribute APPEARS IN phenomenon 0

phenomenon 0
phenomenon PART OF phenomenon 0

phenomenon VARIANT OF phenomenon 0

Total 1219 1.4 1.4 Total 1718
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Figure 10. The model node for the FarmFlow wake tool and its surroundings in the graph.

The second large import was of the NREL cost breakdown for offshore wind farms (Moné et al., 2015, App. F). This time,

the tabular structure could be readily copied to a spreadsheet and from there automatically imported using a script. Almost

350 cost variables were added in this trial, all part of a tree-shaped cost breakdown. This imported material has not yet been

connected to the pre-existing content.

The experience with the two import trials showed that it is straightforward to add content, but that this is not the case for5

integrating the imported material. Integration usually requires adding new nodes that allow creating relationships with the

existing and imported material and merging of imported and existing nodes to remove duplication. This is complicated by

the lack of naming convention in the literature and often missing explicit definitions of variables such as cost components.

Planning integration before importing can greatly reduce the effort required, as much of the needed work can be anticipated

and taken into account in the spreadsheet structure and import script.10

3.3 Non-straightforward domain representation cases

Our experience in adding content to the database has shown that adding a set of nodes with their properties and interrelations is

straightforward and can be done relatively quickly. However, as mentioned in the previous section, it is the integration with the

other database content that is time-consuming. Also, the content sources, such as a description of a set of models underlying a

software tool (e.g., Zaaijer, 2013), provide a conceptually different view of the domain than the one presented in a knowledge15

base. For example, the choice of variables may be geared towards computation and therefore—from the knowledge base

perspective—issues, such as duplication of variables, may be present. So, choices about how to deal with such issues need to

be made, each of which needs to have a general applicability throughout the database.

This section therefore investigates the most important cases encountered where non-straightforward representation choices

had to be made. Each of the choices made in these cases effectively corresponds to a set of guidelines that, while not part of20
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the schema or foundational ontology, should be followed in similar content representation situations elsewhere in the database.

The reason is that they form consistency criteria that database users can rely on. For some of these cases, the issue at hand is

still not resolved entirely satisfactorily.

3.3.1 Content harmonization

The content in the database is added by multiple people with different use cases for the database and originates from various5

sources. Even if the database schema and foundational ontology is adhered to, if no effort is made to integrate these additions,

the database would become a disconnected bunch of graphs. This would defeat its purpose of being a coherent description of

the offshore wind farm domain.

Therefore, content must be harmonized to achieve this goal. Concretely, there are the following guidelines:

– A concept may only be represented by a single node10

– Tool-specific models and variables must be used sparingly and always described using PART OF or VARIANT OF relation-

ships with generic models and variables.

Even while not being essential in their representation, the provenance of nodes should still be indicated in the description

and references properties.

Examples from the database can illustrate both of the above guidelines.15

Figure 11 gives an example of concept duplication that should be eliminated. At the top in the figure is an excerpt from the

NREL cost breakdown (Moné et al., 2015)—top-level cost nodes for the offshore wind farm—and at the bottom an excerpt

of the cost model of Zaaijer (2013)—top-level cost nodes for the offshore wind energy system—, both discussed in Sect. 3.2.

The capital expenditure concept is duplicated, but not necessarily its PART OF children, so that some care needs to be taken

merging these two subgraphs—this still remains to be done. (Note that the PART OF relationship here has been used to indicate20

decomposition into terms of a sum. Such usage is ambiguous and should therefore—despite its convenience—be eliminated

adding intermediate sum models.)

Figure 12 shows how tool-specific nodes can be handled. The example of the ECN Install tool is used. Here, the tool-specific

input variables are described as either a VARIANT OF a generic variable or decomposed into generic variables using the PART OF

relationship.25

3.3.2 Concept unicity & object multiplicity

The fact that each concept may only be represented by a single node has further implications. Namely, many objects in offshore

wind farms come in multiple instantiations, such as wind turbines and electrical cables. The fact that there are multiple of them

plays a role in many models, such as those for calculating wake deficits and electrical losses. An approach must be used that

acknowledges the INPUTS of those models and respects the unicity of concepts.30

The chosen approach is to introduce ‘set of’ variables to represent these—unique—sets of objects. Such set variables can

be found in many of the graph excerpts used as illustration above: the ‘set of wind turbines’ in Figs. 5 (right), 6 (left), 10,
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and 12; the ‘set of transmission cable grid endpoints’ in Fig. 1; the ‘set of wind turbine failures’ in Fig 8. To refer to a specific

instance of an object of which multiple are present in an offshore wind farm, an ‘identifier’ variable is used, for example the

‘wind turbine identifier’ visible in Fig 8. However, no use of such a variable as input to or output of a model is yet made and

they may still prove superfluous.

It is informative to take a closer look at the role ‘set of transmission cable grid endpoints’ plays in Fig. 1. It is used to5

calculate the offshore wind farm power output. Namely, it provides the information necessary to sum the right cable endpoint

power flows. The reason for using cable endpoints and not cables in such a context is that the power flow in a cable is not

constant due to losses, which we also need to be able to express.
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3.3.3 Non-scalar variables

Scalar variables are trivial to represent, but this is not generally the case for non-scalar variables. Many models—certainly

tools—deal with non-scalar variables of various types: vectors, matrices, lists of instructions, data sets, etc. Some of these

non-scalar variables also are closely related to models and confusion may arise about how to include them in the database.

Furthermore, when and how is a variable PART OF another variable?5

First of all, anything that is considered a variable of some form by a model for a part of the offshore wind farm domain,

is a valid variable to be included in the database. This of course includes constants, parameters, but also files with input and

output in some tool-specific format. Some tools can be extended with scripts included in input files; such things are borderline

cases. A useful discriminator here is that anything that adds substantial functionality to a tool cannot be a variable, but should

perhaps better be dealt with using model groups (cf. Sect. 3.3.5).10

Next, how should variables that essentially contain all the information necessary to define some model be dealt with? Despite

the apparent redundancy, the idea is to include both and, if needed, make their relationships explicit. This is best clarified and

explained using an example. The graph on the left in Fig. 13 presents a few models and variables related to the power curve

of a wind turbine. The power curve itself (in the middle) is represented as a variable—think about a list of wind speed and

power output pairs. Two related models are shown: The one at the bottom transforms wind speed values into power outputs15

in conformance to the information specified in the power curve variable. The one at the top represents an algorithm that takes

wind speed and power output pairs and produces a power curve variable. (Neither of these models is specified in a detailed

way, for example whether and how the conformity model interpolates; such detail is not needed in general, but could be added

if some database use case requires it.)

Finally, a variable can be represented as a PART OF another variable if it is a distinguishable part thereof. Components of a20

vector and lines in a list or file are prime examples. Figure 13 illustrates this with excerpts from the graph: from left-to-right, it

shows how cut-in and cut-out speeds are features of the power curve, how a power curve is part of the ECN Install wind turbine

description input, how an (ECN Install) offshore wind farm installation plan consists of distinct installation steps, how scale

and shape parameters are features of a Weibull distribution, and how the free stream wind velocity has speed and direction

components.25

3.3.4 Variable connections of variant models

Multiple VARIANTS OF a model can be added to the database. Even more so, it is actually a project goal to have such variants in

the database, to support analyses where performances of alternative models are compared. However, such variants will share

many variables. The question then becomes how to connect those variables to all the variants.

In this context it is useful to recall from Sect. 2.2.3 that a concept that is a VARIANT OF another concept should be more30

specific. If two variants cannot be ordered in this way, they should be represented as VARIANTS OF a more generic common

abstraction. Therefore, a set of variant nodes is (partially) ordered from most generic to most specific.
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Figure 13. Examples of non-scalar variables and their surroundings in the graph.

In the context of models this ordering can be exploited to limit the number of connections to shared variables and make part

of the specificity of each variant immediately apparent. Namely, variables must be connected to the most generic variant in

which they appear. Then, to know all the variables involved in a specific variant, we can look at all the variables connected to

that variant and any of its more generic ‘ancestors’. Also, those variables connected to this specific variant are then immediately

known to be specific to it and all its ‘descendants’ in the order.5

To illustrate, Fig. 14 shows an example of an ordered set of models and their variables. Namely it shows a generic farm

wake model (on the left) with its typical inputs and its output, the disturbed wind speed at hub height. It has two more specific,

concrete variants, the classical farm wake model by Katić et al. (1987) and FarmFlow (Brand and Wagenaar, 2010), ECN’s

farm wake model. Both have an extra input variable, a wake expansion factor and the ambient turbulence intensity, respectively.

The latter also has an extra output, the effective turbulence intensity at hub height. Furthermore, the Katić model also has a10

variant with wind speed rotor plane averaging.

The variable connection rule must actually be made more precise. Above, it was assumed that the relationship type of the

connection is the same between a model and its variant. In case it is not, the connection must not be omitted. For example,

a variable that APPEARS IN a model may be an OUTPUT OF a VARIANT OF that model. So the variable connection rule must be

applied to variables and relationship types, not just to variables by themselves.15

3.3.5 Groups of models

The detail with which models and tools should be represented in the database has not yet been specified. In principle any level of

detail can be used. It corresponds to the size of the set of interconnected models and variables that are used for it in the database.

At one extreme, a single model with all the ‘externally’ relevant variables corresponds to a high-level—rough—representation.
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Figure 14. Example of an ordered set of variant models and their variables.

At the other extreme, a large set of models and variables, most of which are ‘internal’ in the sense that they are only connected

to other models and variables within the set and not with externally relevant concepts, constitute a low-level—detailed—representation.

It can be useful to also have a high-level representation available for models that have been represented in high detail, for

example to reduce complexity in analyses that do not require such detail. While part of such complexity may be hidden using

specifically-tailored database queries, this cannot replace actually embedding domain knowledge. A natural way to implement5

the representation of models at different levels of detail would be to use a nested graph, namely, to embed a subgraph in a

node—the overview model. However, support for nested graph functionality is not (commonly) available in graph database

software, so an alternative is needed.

The approach implemented is the following:

1. Create the overview model node.10

2. Add all models and variables of the low-level description, their interconnections, and connections to outside variables.

3. Connect all the low-level description models as PART OF the overview model and label them internal.

4. Label as internal all the low-level description variables that are OUTPUT OF some internal model. (The OUTPUT OF here

should be understood to also include APPEARS IN with output set to true; the idea is to identify all variables that are

produced internally.)15

5. Connect all non-internal variables connected to internal models now also to the overview model. Care must be taken to

use the right relationship type, as it may change from the one used for the low-level connection it mimics. Namely—going

into the details—,
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Figure 15. Excerpt showing an overview model and part of its low-level description (left). The same, except with internal nodes removed

(right).

– when OUTPUT OF is used in the low-level description, use OUTPUT OF, and

– when INPUT TO is used in the low-level description, use INPUT TO,

– when APPEARS IN is used in the low-level description, use

– OUTPUT OF when the low-level relationship’s output property is ‘true’, and

– INPUT TO when the low-level relationship’s output property is ‘true’.5

The reason for this is that internal variables are unavailable when dealing with the overview model and the input-output

flexibility of an APPEARS IN relationship requires their availability. The overview model effectively behaves like a tool.

This approach makes it easy to filter out the internal nodes using the internal label and overview model. But at the same time,

the low-level description is easily accessible. However, when adding connections from internal variables to external models,

its internal label must be removed and appropriate connections to the overview model must be added.10

The above approach was applied to the maintenance model of Zaaijer (2013, pp. 239-243), which consists of 37 models,

36 variables, and 230 relationships. Of these variables, 34 are not internal. This is too big to show in its entirety, but Fig. 15

on the left gives an illustrative excerpt. In the middle is the overview model, with an internal model both to the left and to

the right. On the extreme left and right are two internal variables and above and below four external ones. For these external

variables, notice the difference in relationship type for connections with the internal model and with the overview model.15

Figure 15 on the right shows the same model, but now with internal nodes removed.
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Table 4. Discipline and cost category labels used. (The prefix ‘Cost’ has been removed from lower-level cost categories for brevity.)

Discipline Number

Electricity 24

Mechanics 15

Hydrology 6

Geophysics 1

Rocks 1

SiteConditions 10

ArrayEfficiency 1

AerodynamicLoading 2

HydrodynamicLoading 5

GravityLoading 1

Maintenance 49

Cost
36

OperationMaintenance

9

Operation

3

Maintenance
6

Investment
20

Procurement
11

RotorNacelle
1

SupportStructure

5

ElectricalSystem

5
ProjectDevelopment

1

Installation
7

RotorNacelle
2

ElectricalSystem

2

Auxiliary

2

Decommissioning

7
Removal

5

Disposal

1

3.3.6 Assigning disciplines

The offshore wind farm domain is multidisciplinary. This means that the activities involved are diverse with respect to the

background of the people performing them. When using the database, it can be useful to focus on just one or a few of these

disciplines. Therefore, as mentioned in Sect. 2.3, discipline labels have been added. These were applied to the models imported

from the thesis of Zaaijer (2013)—as discussed in Sect. 3.2—and correspond to the titles of the sections used there to list these5

models. These discipline names are listed in Table 4, where also the numbers of models that have been labeled as belonging

to the discipline are listed; the disciplines that are effectively cost-categories are presented hierarchically, mirroring how they

have been used.

Having such a set of disciplines is useful to focus on parts of the database. Namely, one can filter out nodes belonging to

or not belonging to some disciplines. To that end, however, disciplines must be assigned to all nodes—or perhaps all models,10

which is currently not the case—and they should correspond to subsets of the domain that are meaningful to the users of the

database. Furthermore, they should provide added value and not duplicate information already readily available. The set of

disciplines used in this case was chosen in an ad hoc fashion and can be improved upon.

Actually, creating a proper set of disciplines is a task of its own, where not only a set of discipline names must be decided

on, but also relationships between disciplines, and the assignment of disciplines to nodes. Our limited experience indicates15

that qua structure a partially ordered set of disciplines works well. For example, as can be gathered from the cost category

decomposition on the left in Table 4, some nodes are effectively labeled with the ‘Procurement’ subcategory (of ‘Investment’)
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and also with ‘SupportStructure’. OWFgraph can actually support this task of creating a set of useful disciplines; Sect. 4.3

discusses how.

4 Use cases

The Introduction (Sect. 1) pointed out that a tool that enables people in the field of wind energy to keep the overview would

be beneficial and it stated that OWFgraph has been developed to be such a tool. Sections 2 and 3 discussed the structure and5

content of OWFgraph. So now it should be clear why the database was created, what is in it, how it is stored there, and therefore

also what can be extracted.

This section answers the question of how such a database can be used.

It presents a number of use cases; we are sure there are others. First is the one that actually triggered OWFgraphs develop-

ment: the discovery of computation pathways—discussed in Sect. 4.1. Three others presented themselves during OWFgraph’s10

development: enabling tool interoperability—discussed in Sect. 4.2—, defining a coherent set of disciplines for the offshore

wind energy domain—discussed in Sect. 4.3—, and finally education—discussed in Sect. 4.4. Each use case is delineated, the

practical application of the database is detailed, and potential challenges are highlighted.

4.1 Computation pathway discovery

In an analysis or design of an offshore wind farm, a large number of models play a role. Furthermore, multiple sets of models15

can be used to achieve the same goals; call them computation pathways. The models in these pathways can vary in their fidelity

and computational complexity. So the same analysis or design may be performed with varying computational time and result

quality characteristics. Therefore it is useful to be able to discover such pathways.

Consider the example given in Fig. 16. It shows three pathways for calculating the power output potential of a wind turbine

(on the right) starting from the wind speed at its hub (on the left). The topmost pathway uses the turbine’s power curve to20

directly calculate the output. The other pathways first pass via the power available in the wind at the rotor. Then the middle one

directly computes the output from this using a power conversion factor. In the bottom pathway one more intermediate step is

taken via the power extracted by the rotor, so separately considering the transformation from wind power to mechanical power

and mechanical power to electrical power.

The subgraph of this example is the result of a multi-step process. The generic version of this process is the computation25

pathway discovery activity. The process consists of performing on-line queries on the database and iteratively modifying these

queries until the sought-for outputs—subgraph visualizations, tabular listings, etc.—are obtained. This process is facilitated by

the interactive functionality of the database sofware’s web interface, that is, the possibility of exploring the neighborhood of

query result nodes in a point-and-click fashion. Next to exporting the result of this process, one can also save key queries in

the process for later reuse, for example after new content has been added to the database.30

The qualitatively distinct steps in the process are:
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Figure 16. A simple example showing different pathways for computing the potential power output of a wind turbine (some edges omitted

for clarity).

1. Decide which variables are the focus of the investigation. These are typically inputs—what one has available for com-

puting with—and outputs—what one wishes to compute—, but can also involve intermediate variables. In the example,

this would be ‘wind speed’ and ‘power output’.

2. Perform a keyword-based query for each of these variables of interest, to see which concrete variables there are in the

database. The query may need to be refined to get a more relevant set of matches. Based on the results, concrete variables5

are selected that will function as endpoints—or junctions—in the pathways. In the example, the initial keywords could

be ‘wind speed’ and ‘power’, with, for example, the latter refined to ‘WT power’. The selected variables are ‘wind speed

at hub height’ and ‘WT potential power output’.

3. Perform a query to search for a shortest path between endpoints traversing any junction nodes. In the example, the

shortest path will be the top one, passing through the ‘power curve conformity’ model; it has a length of two.10

4. Query for paths of increasing length, starting from the shortest path length. To keep the output manageable, queries

looking for paths such as this one may often need to be refined to exclude or only include certain node categories

or nodes from being present in the result. An upper limit on the length is decided on a case-by-case basis, typically

informed by the results already observed. For the example, the node categories were restricted to variables and models,

which is typical if the focus is really on computation. Furthermore, some nodes were excluded—such as the ‘set of WTs’15

variable—that created paths that did not correspond to actual computational pathways. So in this part of the process, the

middle length-four and bottom length-six pathways were discovered.

5. Finally, discover which other nodes are relevant using the interactive interface. This exploration of the neighborhood of

pathways can be as extensive or concise as desired. In the example, only variables needed to complete the set of inputs

of the individual models in the pathways such as ‘power coefficient’ were added in this way.20
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Not all calculation pathway analyses fit into the mold sketched above. For these, the process will remain generally similar,

but should be adapted. An example is the situation where one considers only an output variable and is interested in sets of

inputs that allow it to be computed. In this case, instead of starting from a shortest path between nodes and increasing the path

length, one can start by considering incoming paths of length one and increase their length, again excluding unwanted paths

by refining the query.5

The calculation pathway discovery process is still a quite manual one and still requires some domain knowledge. But, it is

greatly facilitated by the graph database functionality. Namely, compare it to what would need to be done without the database:

a combination of a literature study, interaction with experts, and ad hoc graph-drawing to get a comparable result. Of course the

quality of the result depends entirely on the amount of content in the database and the care with which it has been represented;

this holds for this and all other use cases. However, the fact that the database can grow over time in a collaborative effort, is10

available to the entire community, and has multiple use cases, makes the investment worthwhile.

The discovery of computational pathways is particularly useful for informing the possibilities for system scope and model

fidelity while building MDAO workflows.

Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization (MDAO) is a systems engineering technique that exploits the interac-

tions between technical disciplines and the design of different sub-components, to solve trade-offs in benefit of the performance15

of the entire system. MDAO workflow is the term given to the coupling of computational models driven by algorithms that

solve a use case, optimization, for example. The complexity of MDAO workflows can be categorized along three axes: system

scope, model fidelity and MDAO architecture. System scope encompasses the choice of disciplines and sub-components that

are modeled in the MDAO workflow, model fidelity stands for the level of sophistication of the models coupled in the MDAO

workflow, and MDAO architecture is the logical flow of data between modules and between the algorithms and the modules.20

Depending on the use case to solve, minimization of the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) of a wind farm with respect to

the position of the wind turbines (layout), for example, one would typically be interested first in finding which disciplines or

sub-components are affected by the wind farm layout, and which of these impact the LCOE. Of the entire list of variables, a

wind farm designer can then shortlist those necessary to evaluate the performance of a particular sub-component, and select a

subset of the variables deemed most impactful. Then, finding the paths between those variables and the LCOE variable informs25

which models (disciplines or sub-components) can make the link.

Concerning model fidelity, if there are two or more paths (two or more set of models) that link certain input and output

variables, OWFgraph can provide what are the required inputs and the available outputs of each of these models. If the user

has a list of variables at his disposal, a query of OWFgraph can inform what data is missing and which variables will not be

needed.30

Additionally, OWFgraph could be parsed by MDAO workflow-manipulating software, that automate the creation of work-

flows given a use case (cf. van Gent et al., 2017). Hence, if one can formalize the description of a use case using such software,

by including what is the objective function, constraints and design variables, OWFgraph can provide the knowledge of which

models can be coupled, and which would require more input data from the user.
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4.2 Tool interoperability

There is a multitude of tools in use in the offshore wind farm domain, but no interoperability conventions yet. Some provide

unique functionality and for some alternatives exist. They all work with the same general domain and therefore the many

variables reappear as inputs or outputs. In principle they can be chained together in a workflow, or one tool can be replaced by

another. However, this is hampered by the lack of interoperability conventions.5

The advent of more integrated system-level design and analysis has brought to the fore the advantages of such conventions.

Concretely, the current IEA Wind Task 37 ‘Wind Energy Systems Engineering: Integrated RD&D’ (the Task)—which the au-

thors are involved in—has as one of its objectives to “provide framework guidelines that will enable more seamless integration

of analysis tools and reference models between organizations” (also see Sanchez Perez-Moreno et al., 2016). Specifically, in its

‘Work Package 1’ (the Work Package), the goal is to develop a common ontology (“hierarchical framework of characteristics”)10

and a common data exchange format. The experience of the people working on this ontology and the data exchange formats is

that it is a daunting task to be sufficiently comprehensive.

OWFgraph can facilitate efforts such as the one of the Work Package. First of all, it can provide the common ontology;

namely, its subgraph of variables is effectively such an on ontology, structured through its connection with the ‘real world’

of objects, procedures, and their attributes. The tools considered by the Task are just model instances; using PART OF and15

VARIANT OF relationships they can be described to the level of detail required. The tool-specific inputs and outputs can be added

as variables that are VARIANTS OF the tool-neutral ‘common ontology’ variables; this makes it possible to automate creation

of common data exchange format descriptions, for example using the JSON Schema language (Andrews et al., 2018). These

VARIANT OF relationships can carry—in their properties—the precise information necessary to transform ‘common ontology’

variable values to tool-specific variable values. Doing that opens the possibility of even automating data format translation.20

The development of common ontology variables relates closely to the issue of integration of new tools in OWFgraph, dis-

cussed in Sect. 3.3.1. Duplication of concepts and name conflicts are solved by a naming convention for tool-neutral variables.

4.3 Defining disciplines

As stated before, the offshore wind farm domain is multidisciplinary. Section 2.3 mentioned that labels can be used to indicate

the disciplines a node belongs to and that these can be used to filter the database content. Section 3.3.6 made this more concrete25

by showing what is currently present in OWFgraph in this regard. This section moves to the problem of defining a useful set of

disciplines. Previous work in this area has been done by Sempreviva et al. (2017).

What constitutes a useful set of disciplines? We use the following criteria:

1. Individual disciplines correspond to what is typically understood to be a discipline, namely, a specific branch of knowl-

edge, learning and practice. In other words, each discipline represents a subdomain that can stand on its own as an object30

of study.

2. The set of disciplines covers the whole domain.
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3. Each discipline covers a non-trivial part of the domain—that is, disciplines that cover almost all domain concepts or just

a few domain concepts provide no added value and would crowd the set of disciplines.

4. The difference between any pair of disciplines is also nontrivial in the sense that a sufficient number of concepts should

belong to one, but not to the other. (This still allows subdisciplines.)

What comes to the fore in this set of criteria is a reliance on having an overview of the domain. This is what OWFgraph5

provides. How can it be used for the definition of a useful set of disciplines? The first criterion suggests that an initial proposal

set of disciplines is formulated by domain experts; taking the taxonomy of Sempreviva et al. (2017), for example. These

discipline terms are then applied to concepts in the database, either to all or to a specific subset, such as all models. This makes

it possible to check the further criteria:

– In case some concepts are not covered by any discipline term, a discipline needs to be added or broadened in scope.10

– In case a discipline covers almost all or just a few concepts, it can be removed, or, in the latter case, it can be decided

that concepts need to be added to the database to improve its coverage of the domain.

– In case a pair of disciplines both cover essentially the same concepts, then they either need to be merged, or concepts

need to be added to the database to differentiate the disciplines

– In case the majority of concepts in a discipline are connected to concepts in another discipline, it should be investigated15

whether the disciplines should be merged.

– In a discipline, if there are hardly any connections between one set of concepts and another, it may need to be split.

The second and third point make it clear that adding disciplines to OWFgraph can cause underrepresented domain areas to

become apparent. For the last two points, clustering algorithms for graphs may be used.

When one arrives at a set of disciplines built from the above steps, each discipline effectively corresponds to a nontrivial and20

unique set of concepts. It may reflect biases present in the database—because some part of the domain is underdescribed, for

example—, but these can be remedied by expanding the database. Biases and other defects in a set of disciplines defined solely

on the basis of expert opinion are hard to even concretely discuss; the resulting arbitrary nature of the set will negatively impact

its acceptance. A set of disciplines defined using OWFgraph can be viewed as a high-level summary of information present in

the database, so of offshore wind farm domain concepts. The fact that the disciplines are backed in this way by concrete sets25

of concepts removes the arbitrariness mentioned earlier, improving its chances of acceptance.

4.4 Education

In education, OWFgraph can be used for domain discovery, that is, to learn about the different parts of the offshore wind farm

domain and how they are related. For example, it is possible to discover

– the different objects that together form the physical offshore wind energy system,30
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– the different ways in which specific variables play a role, and

– the alternatives that exist for certain models.

One can imagine students doing a project in a certain subfield checking the database to see if they have not missed anything

relevant—e.g., concrete variables, models, objects, and procedures—in their subfield or in related fields. This educational

use case is not only applicable to students in the strict sense, but to anyone needing to familiarize themselves with a part of the5

domain.

In practice, users will start with a simple query to obtain a single or a few nodes. Then they can use the interface (cf. Fig. 9)

to explore the connections of the nodes obtained. This exploration can be repeated to explore an arbitrarily large part of the

database. The interface makes it possible to remove nodes from view, so the graph excerpt shown can be kept to a manageable

size. For each of the nodes, their properties, especially the description and references, provide information that goes10

beyond what can be learned from the connections and name alone.

There is already enough content for pilots of this use case, but for actual use the content still needs to grow and mature.

There is a potential big advantage to this use case. During their explorations, the students will encounter issues, such as

errors and omissions. If appropriate procedures and facilities are put in place—a bug tracker—, they can signal and help fix

them. So this use case can actually help improve the quality of the database content.15

5 Conclusion & Vision

This paper started by stating that a tool that enables researchers in the offshore wind energy field to keep the overview can

provide great benefits. This paper describes OWFgraph, a knowledge base for the offshore wind farm domain, a tool made just

for that purpose. Its conception as a graph database allows us to make use of functionality in existing software that facilitates

access to the content (Sect. 2.4). The design of its structure balances the requirements of expressivity and simplicity, to enable20

a broad group of practitioners to both make use and contribute (Sect. 2.2). Although the database content itself was not a focus

of this paper, it does discuss and provide solutions for non-straightforward domain representation cases (Sect. 3.3) to provide

an accurate view of the difficulties that arise when adding content to the database. The paper describes a number of different

use cases to make clear not only what OWFgraph is, but also how it can be used.

So, this work shows that it is possible to build a tool that helps people keep the overview of the offshore wind farm domain.25

The actual benefits of this tool are greatly dependent on the amount and quality of the database content. Our experience in

adding data, as reported mainly in Sect. 3, makes it clear that adding content is a time-consuming but mostly one-time activity.

Our current judgment is that the time investment—also for management—will only really pay off if a larger group of people

contribute and make use of the database. Each contributor can focus on their areas of expertise, making content addition more

time-efficient. Each successful use case increases the value of the database, and therefore decrease its relative time investment30

cost.

Therefore, we see the future of OWFgraph as a shared resource built by an international on-line community. Such a commu-

nity can increase the accessibility of the database by creating effective documentation, providing instruction, and facilitating
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collaboration between people with a specific use case and people with experience in using the database. Such collaborations

are important, because there is an appreciable learning curve, which will never completely disappear, even if more beginner-

friendly software tools for accessing the database become available. A successful community building and maintaining a shared

knowledge base can effectively avoid duplication of structured domain description efforts of various research and working

groups that would otherwise create single-use spreadsheets.5
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Abstract. The construction and management of an offshore wind farm involves many disciplines. It is hard for a single designer

or developer to keep an overview of all the relevant concepts, models, and tools. Nevertheless, this is needed when performing

integrated modeling or analysis. To help researchers keep this overview, we have created OWFgraph, a knowledge base for the

offshore wind farm domain, implemented as a graph database. This paper presents the structure of this graph database—content

stored in nodes and relationships between them—as a foundational ontology, which classifies the domain’s concepts. This5

foundational ontology partitions the domain in two: a part describing physical aspects and a part describing mathematical and

computational aspects. This paper also discusses a number of general difficult cases that exist when adding content to such a

knowledge base. This paper furthemore discusses the potential applications of OWFgraph and illustrate its use for computation

pathway discovery—the application that triggered its creation. It also contains a description of our practical experience with

its design and use and our thoughts about the community use and management of this tool.10

1 Introduction

An off-shore wind farm is a complex system, composed of many subsystems that interact with other subsystems and external

systems. Its design involves multiple disciplines, such as installation, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning. The result

is that keeping an overview of the offshore wind farm ‘domain’ is hard to do for a single person or a small team. However,

at the current stage of development of the domain, where subsystems—such as turbines—have already seen a good number15

of optimized design iterations, the system interactions have become relatively more important. This prompts a more holistic,

systems engineering approach to open up the possibility of further gains in, e.g., productivity, efficiency, and robustness (van

Kuik et al., 2016, §7). Therefore, a tool that enables a developer, designer, or researcher in the field to keep the overview can

provide great benefits.

This paper presents such a tool, OWFgraph. It is a graph database for the offshore wind farm domain. Graph databases are20

used as knowledge bases for various purposes in diverse domains, such as general human knowledge (Bollacker et al., 2008;

Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014; Speer et al., 2017), biochemistry and biomedicine (Jupe et al., 2012; Franceschini et al., 2013;

Himmelstein and Baranzini, 2015), and aerospace (Taymaz et al., 2013). The domain, both in its physical and mathematical

aspects, is described using information-carrying nodes—concepts—connected by edges—relationships. Information can be

added locally and through the graph structure be connected to the global whole. The database can be queried to return the25

information desired in the format required. The creation of this graph database was started in the context of projects dealing

1
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with offshore wind farms as a whole. Namely, (i) mapping uncertainty and its propagation through the offshore wind energy

system and (ii) exploring the effect of model fidelity on wind farm simulation. However, its usefulness as a tool for multiple

purposes soon became apparent, which resulted in its more informed and serious development.

Other tools that enable practitioners in the field to keep the overview may be conceived. They could be quite different from

OWFgraph, consider for example a domain-specific collaborative wiki, which has important implications for the possible use5

cases it enables. So OWFgraph should effectively be seen as a proposal, the first of its kind in the wind energy domain. This

paper gives a thorough description of OWFgraph, brings to the fore its qualities and limitations, and provides reflection. It does

not provide an analysis of effectivity, as its use as of yet has been too limited for that. It does provide a very concrete starting

point for further exploration, test cases, and discussion in the community.

An overview of the its contents and why that content is included provides a guideline through the paper: To make the content10

of the database accessible, it should be effectively structured. It starts by describing how the content is structured (Sect. 2).

Once this structure is in place, content can be added and queried in an informed way. However, the agreed-upon structure

does not prescribe how content must be added, which means that representation challenges arise for some parts of the domain.

So next it gives a view of the database’s current content and highlight the challenges encountered (Sect. 3). The database

can be queried in different ways, so to also give an idea about the possible uses, the paper discusses a number of use cases:15

computational pathway discovery, tool interoperability, defining disciplines, and education (Sect. 4). The paper ends with our

conclusions about OWFgraph and a vision for its future (Sect. 5).

This introduction closes with Fig. 1, which gives a first impression of OWFgraph. When using a graph database, it is natural

to visualize its content by showing excerpts from the graph. (The whole graph is too large in terms of nodes and edges to

be usefully shown in its entirety.) The amenability to such visualizations actually greatly contributes to the usability of the20

database. This paper makes extensive use of graph visualizations. An example is shown in Fig. 1. (The meaning of the different

elements of this visualization is discussed later in the paper.) It shows the relationship between the power output of an off-

shore wind farm—OWF—and its constituent wind turbines—WT. The involvement of the electrical connection system—elec.

connect. syst.—appears through the transmission cables and the cable endpoints through which the power flows.

2 Structure25

This section discusses the structure of OWFgraph. It starts from the basics in Sect. 2.1, describing the general concept of a graph

database and more specifically the features we use. Then Sect. 2.2 details the structure tailored specifically to our needs—the

database schema and in particular our ‘foundational ontology’—designed on top of the basic graph database features. Next,

Sect. 2.3 discusses the use of the graph database labeling feature in ways that fall outside the structure prescribed in Sect. 2.2.

Finally, Sect. 2.4 discusses the practical software implementation that we used.30
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Figure 1. Visualization of an excerpt of the content in OWFgraph.

2.1 Graph database features

A graph database is in the widest sense the combination of graph database software and an amount of content stored and

managed by this software. Content is discussed later. Here the focus lies on the conceptual aspects of the software that make it

a graph database and not on the actual implementation as software.

A graph database is built on the concept of a graph, which has proven itself as a useful way of structuring information.5

A graph consists of nodes—also called vertices—connected by edges. In Fig. 1, discs represent nodes and arrows between

nodes represent edges.

There are multiple variants of the mathematical graph concept that differ, for example, in whether some or all edges are

directed or not, that is, whether they point from one node to the other. The graph variant used is a directed graph, in which all

edges are directed. There is at most one edge between any pair of nodes and there are no loops—edges between a node and10

itself. Because of this, ordered pairs of start and end nodes uniquely define edges.

For building a useful graph database, one needs to be able to add content in addition to the graph structure. For both nodes and

edges, an arbitrary number of properties can be added. These are key-value pairs that can be used to store content specifically

associated to the node or edge. Moreover, a unique relationship type must be associated to every edge. Furthermore, zero or

more labels can be added to nodes. A graph with such content-carrying features is called a labeled property graph. In Fig. 1,15

relationship types—in all-caps—are overlaid on the edges, node labels determine color-coding of nodes, and the value of the

property ‘name’ is, to the degree possible given the available space, printed on the node discs.

The features discussed above provide enormous flexibility in creating the graph structure and adding content. In fact, without

further restrictions, collaboration on adding material to the database and useful extraction of data is next to impossible. The

next section therefore describes the rules put in place to make consistent use of OWFgraph possible.20
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2.2 Database schema & foundational ontology

2.2.1 Introduction and overview

An important task in the creation of a knowledge base is to define the way in which its content is to be structured. The graph

database labeled property graph model described above provides features and some structure already. This section describes

the further rules put in place to specify consistent addition of material. This enables discoverability of the database’s contents5

by someone who is informed about both the labeled property graph model and these additional rules.

In classical—often relational—databases, the description of the database structure, including such rules—often called con-

straints—, is its schema (see, e.g., Silberschatz et al., 2011). In the database world, this is widely understood as a formal

machine-readable specification that is automatically enforced. Graph database software is often mostly schema-less in this for-

mal sense. Nevertheless, a specification of the structure in natural language that users need to adhere to can act as an informal10

schema.

OWFgraph’s database schema consists of two conceptually separable parts: The first is a so-called foundational ontology for

the domain; it defines finite sets of node categories (implemented as labels) and relationship types (see, e.g., Staab and Studer,

2009). The design of (foundational) ontologies has become a proper research topic in some fields, such as cyber security

(Iannacone et al.). The second is an enumeration of the properties that can or should be attached to nodes and relationships. In15

practice, both parts cannot be completely separated, as the prescribed properties depend on the category and relationship type.

The reference diagram in Fig. 2 provides a schematic overview of the categories and relationships defined by the foundational

ontology. It also mentions the properties that can be attached to nodes and relationships.

Below, subsections discuss each of the concepts mentioned above and appearing in Fig. 2. Section 2.2.2 describes the

categories of OWFgraph’s foundational ontology, Sect. 2.2.3 describes its relationships, and Sect. 2.2.4 describes the properties.20

Sect. 2.2.5 closes with some reflections.

2.2.2 Categories

When describing a domain, such as offshore wind energy, its concepts can be categorized. Such a categorization is the basis

for the foundational ontology. In the specification of the categories, expressivity must be balanced with simplicity. Expressivity

pushes towards a larger number of categories. Simplicity favors a smaller set of categories that can be kept in mind by human25

users. The set of categories decided upon was determined by

1. the original use cases, which required a description of models for offshore wind energy subsystems and their intercon-

nections through variables, and

2. the need to contextualize those models by relating them to the physical systems themselves.

This prompted a first division into two overarching classes, dubbed the virtual world and the real world.30

Each of these two classes consists of a number of mutually exclusive categories. For the virtual world, these are

4
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Figure 2. A schematic overview of the categories, relationships, and (required) properties defined by the database schema.

– models, encompassing both mathematical models as well as computational tools, and

– variables, covering the variables, parameters, and constants used as inputs and outputs for the models.

For the real world, these are

– objects, representing all physical things,

– procedures, describing concrete implementations of planned processes,5

– attributes, specifying objects and procedures, and

– phenomena, categorizing physical processes.

Table 1 gives illustrative examples for each of the categories. In the graph database, labels are used to encode categories.

As already mentioned, in Fig. 1 colors correspond to labels, and therefore colors correspond to categories; from left to right

we can see objects (red), attributes (purple), variables (blue), and models (yellow). Figure 2 shows the categories as the nodes10

of the diagram, with virtual world categories on the left and real world categories on the right. Figure 2 shares its color-coding

with Fig. 1 and other graph extracts.
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Even if the virtual world is the important part for the original use cases—but perhaps not for other potential uses of the

database—, the real world creates a mind map that supports users. This holds both for adding content to the database and

querying the database. For example, having a ‘wind turbine rotor’ object node as a starting point helps adding the variables

and models that relate to it. The other way around, it also allows someone else to easily discover the variables and models in

the database related to it.5

2.2.3 Relationships

Next to restriction of nodes to certain categories, the foundational ontology also constrains the relationships between nodes,

in a category-dependent manner. For example, from their description above, attributes clearly have a special relationship with

members of other categories—objects and procedures. But this is just the tip of the iceberg. The next few paragraphs go

over the restricted set of relationships that have been defined and how they may be combined with the different categories. All10

defined relationships are included in the diagram of Fig. 2. Their names are attached to the arrow connecting the categories

between which the relationships are defined.

There are two intra-category relationships that can be used for all categories:

– is a PART OF, to decompose concepts into subconcepts, and

– is a VARIANT OF, to list more specific variants of a concept.15

These two relationships predominantly tend to create tree-shaped subgraphs. Namely, nodes are generally only PART OF or a

VARIANT OF a single parent. However, this is not a strict requirement and for some attributes it is even very sensible for them to

be PART OF two parents. Figures 3 and 4 show excerpts of the subgraphs defined by the PART OF and VARIANT OF relationships.

Figure 3 shows a tree-structured subgraph for object (on the left, red nodes) and an excerpt from the subgraph for attribute

(on the right, purple nodes) in which a node with multiple parents appears. Figure 4 shows subgraphs for objects (top left, red20

nodes), attributes (top right, purple nodes), and models (bottom, yellow nodes).

Table 1. Example concepts for each of the categories defined.

Category Examples

object atmosphere, composite blade, generator, monopile, pitch controller, RNA (rotor-nacelle assembly), substation, tower

procedure OWF (off-shore wind farm) decommissioning, OWF maintenance, RNA assembly, WT (wind turbine) maintenance

attribute blade geometry, decommissioning cost, electrical cable state, grout structure, site location, turbulence, waves

phenomenon (none yet)

modela ECN Install, Katić mixed wake model, power coefficient, rotor swept area, wake speed deficit, WT available power

variableb blade length, farm-average availability factor, LPC (electricity levelized production cost), OWF rated power

a Models are often named after the variable they are meant to compute. b Variables often have the same name as the attribute they describe.
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All the other relationships are inter-category ones. They are also specific to the actual categories of the nodes they connect,

although names are reused for similar relationships—cf. DESCRIBES in Fig. 2.

In the virtual world, the inter-category relationships between models and variables express which variables appear in which

models and what their role is:

– a variable is an INPUT TO a model, and cannot be an output,5

– a variable is an OUTPUT OF a model, and cannot be an input, and

– a variable APPEARS IN a model, to express that it can be both input and output, depending on the use case of the model.

Recalling that the model category comprises both mathematical models and computational tools, it should come as no surprise

that APPEARS IN is mostly used for the former and OUTPUT OF and INPUT TO are mostly used for the latter. Figure 5 shows excerpts

of the subgraph of model/variable pairs. Specifically, on the left-hand side, it shows the use of the APPEARS IN relationship with10

a mathematical model (an implicit one, for pile clamping depth). On the right-hand side, it shows the use of INPUT TO and

OUTPUT OF relationships for computational tools (farm wake models, in this case).

Attributes form the main connection between the real world categories object and procedure and the virtual world category

variable. A single relationship name, DESCRIBES, is used for all the relationships between these categories. Namely,

– a variable DESCRIBES an attribute,15

– an attribute DESCRIBES an object or procedure.

Figure 6 shows excerpts of the subgraph defined by the DESCRIBES relationship. On the left-hand side, it shows how the

offshore wind farm object is DESCRIBED. On the right-hand side, it shows how the offshore wind farm installation procedure

is DESCRIBED.
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Figure 6. Excerpts of the subgraph defined by the DESCRIBES relationship.

Procedures effect change in the real world. To describe how this is done, a number of Procedures-specific relationships

have been defined. Shared for all procedures is that

– a procedure INSTRUCTS an object (a crew, for example).

This object performs tasks prescribed by the procedure. Depending on the kind of task, specific relationships are used.

– For changes to which objects are present in the wind energy system, we have5

– objects as INPUT TO a procedure, and

– objects as OUTPUT OF a procedure.

– For changes to attributes, we have that

– a procedure MODIFIES an attribute.

– For measuring attributes, we have that10

– a procedure MEASURES attributes, and

– variables as OUTPUT OF a procedure.

This relationship between variables and procedures represents the only actual relation between the real world and the

virtual world. It represents that measurements and observations in the real world produce data that are used as input to

the models.15
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Figure 7 shows excerpts of the subgraph defined by the INSTRUCTS relationship, and its context. On the left-hand side, it

shows a procedure where an object is created, namely the ‘Offshore Wind Energy System’. On the right-hand side, it shows

procedures where attributes are modified.

One could argue that it is not the procedure that MODIFIES or MEASURES, but the object that has been INSTRUCTED. How-

ever, having procedure as the nexus for all relationships involved provides for more easily recognizable and less ambiguous5

connection patterns.

The last set of relationships are connected to phenomena. As can be seen in Fig. 2, phenomena and attributes mirror

models and variables in terms of relationships. Namely,

– an attribute CAUSES a phenomenon, but is not itself affected by it,

– an attribute is an OUTPUT OF a phenomenon, but not a cause, and10

– an attribute APPEARS IN a phenomenon, to express that it can be both a cause and effect.

A direct connection with the virtual world can also be made:

– a model RELATES TO a phenomenon.

In this section, it has become clear that in the foundational ontology, the categories and relationships are not defined inde-

pendently, but inextricably linked.15
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2.2.4 Properties

Section 2.2.2 provided categories for the concepts of the offshore wind energy domain. It did not touch upon the practical

concern of how concept names or descriptions are attached to the nodes that represent them. This is done by adding properties

to the nodes (cf. Sect. 2.1).

To facilitate manageability and discoverability, only properties from a predefined set are allowed. Moreover, some properties5

must be present on all relationships, all node categories, or specific node categories.

The properties allowed on all nodes and relationships are:

– authors (list of strings), listing the email addresses of the people that have added or modified that element in the

database, to provide a pointer on whom to contact for clarification,

– description (string), containing a description of the concept or a clarification of the relationship in one or a few10

sentences,

– references (list of strings), containing one or more references to the literature where more information about the

concept or relationship can be found, and

– notes (list of strings), providing information about recognized issues with how the element fits into the database or is

described, meant as a pointer to correct this issue.15

Of these, authors is required for all nodes and relationships, so that ‘ownership’ of all database content is made explicit.

Also, a description is—in principle—required for all nodes. Descriptions of models may include mathematical

expressions, as long as the variable symbols used are also explained therein.

Next comes a property that must be present on all nodes:

– name (string), containing a description of the concept in one or a few words.20

To be unambiguous, the name must be unique for a given category. If this name is judged sufficiently informative for some

concept, its description may be omitted. In name, uniformly used abbreviations for words common in the database are

encouraged to improve their usefulness when visualizing the graph; for example, ‘WT’ for ‘wind turbine’.

Furthermore, there are three properties specifically for variables:

– type (string), giving information about the set of values the variable belongs to, with typical values being ‘bool’,25

‘integer’, ‘rational’, ‘real’, and ‘string’.

– unit (string), listing the SI unit of the variable, which must be omitted for dimensionless quantities, and

– value (number or string), which holds a value if the variable represents a constant and must be omitted otherwise.

The last property defined is specifically meant for the APPEARS IN relationship between variables and models:

11
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Table 2. Example values for each of the properties defined.

Property Examples (separated by commas; lists are delimited by square brackets)

authors [E.R.G.Quaeghebeur@tudelft.nl, S.SanchezPerezMoreno@tudelft.nl], [S.SanchezPerezMoreno@tudelft.nl]

description ‘Vessel, labor and equipment costs to pull export cables through J-Tubes and connect to transformers’

references [G. F. Moore (ed.) “Electric Cables Handbook” 3rd ed., Blackwell Science Ltd., 1997; Equation (8.1) on page 124.]

notes [Add description., Perhaps this node does not belong here?], [This is assumed to be a constant in ECN Install.]

namea ‘storm’, ‘switchgear cost’, ‘project development’, ‘downtime during preparation of repair of a WT failure’

type ‘string’, ‘bool’, ‘integer’, ‘rational’, ‘real’, ‘real, between 0 and 1’, ‘positive real’

unit W, ◦C, Hz, %, J, N, h, year, V, Pa, A, H, ° ′ ′′, N · m, m/s, kg/m3, rad/s, F/m, Ω/m, 1/K, N/m3, K · m/W

value 86400, 2.3, -1.5, ‘around 2’, ‘approximately 0.4’, ‘Zaaijer suggests 2.05 · 106 EUR(2003)’

output true, false

a All the examples of Table 1 are (edited) name values.

– output, holding a Boolean value to indicate whether or not the connected variable is the usual output of the connected

model.

Whereas the INPUT TO and OUTPUT OF relationships between variables and models unambiguously provide the role of the

variables, APPEARS IN does not. The output property makes it possible to nevertheless encode the variable’s typical role,

which is essential to get a view of actual practice in the domain. It is therefore required to be present.5

Table 2 gives illustrative examples for all of the defined properties.

The last remaining schema rule is a naming convention for attributes that DESCRIBE: they are either state, structure, or cost

attributes. This means their name must be the name of the concept they DESCRIBE followed by one of those terms. This

convention is used to force the many potential attributes into three sub-categories, as this gives a better overview. An example

of how this convention is implemented is given in Fig. 8.10

2.2.5 Reflection on the schema and foundational ontology

The foundational ontology and other aspects of the schema were in large part designed in a few brainstorming sessions.

Afterwards, informed by experience adding material to the database, they were further tweaked. Even if our experience shows

that the current schema in general and the foundational ontology in particular provide a useful basis for a knowledge base, it is

not set in stone and may evolve further. This paper describes the first public version—‘version 1.0.0’.15

While the schema design is informed by practical experience, that was not the driver. Examples of this are the elements in

the foundational ontology that do not yet appear in the actual database: the phenomenon category and MEASURES relationship.

In fact, the foundational ontology should drive the way content is added to the database. It should lead to the database being

accessible to a relatively wide audience within the offshore wind energy community. Therefore, it should be small and appre-
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Figure 8. An example implementation of the top-level attribute state/structure/cost name convention.

hensible without constant reference to an extensive specification; a diagram such as Fig. 2 should be sufficient for day-to-day

use.

The downside of using a small, apprehensible foundational ontology is that it may be rather crude. For example, the sub-

categories of attribute do not really partition the set of all possible attributes. This can be illustrated using Fig. 8: ‘wind turbine

reliability’ is not completely structural—as implied by the current connections—, but has state aspects as well. Furthermore,5

the foundational ontology does not provide guidance on many practical domain representation issues one encounters while

adding content to the database. Such issues will be discussed in Sect. 3. To underline the fact that our foundational ontology

is indeed small, MarineTLO—a foundational ontology for the marine species domain—has 55 categories and 37 relationships

(Tzitzikas et al., 2013), although that it must be said that such numbers cannot be comapared directly.

Even while keeping its content the same, the schema could have had a different structure. Namely, in a graph database it is10

always possible to replace a node property by a node containing the property value and a relationship expressing the property

type. For example, the unit property of variables could be replaced by a unit category and a HAS UNIT relationship. The same

remark can be made about labels, for example, using discipline nodes (cf. Sect. 2.3) and relationships instead of labels. Such

a design would add more structure to the database contents, at the expense of increasing the number of categories, making the

foundational ontology more complex.15

2.3 Labels other than categories

Section 2.1 mentioned that an arbitrary number of labels can be added to nodes. The description of the foundational ontology

in Sect. 2.2.2 already mentioned one application of labels: categories. Of these, one and only one must be added to each node.

Labels are a convenient tool for other purposes as well. They appear in the database to indicate
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– the discipline a concept belongs to (e.g., maintenance, electricity, mechanics),

– a related set of nodes whose addition to the database is being worked on, and

– the fact that a model or variable is ‘internal’ to some larger, overarching model.

Apart from not creating ‘too many’ labels, there is no guideline yet on what is and what is not a valid use case for non-

category labels. Of the ones mentioned above, the labels indicating disciplines are meant to evolve into a standard set of disci-5

plines which can be used as a categorization orthogonal to the one of the foundational ontology—more on this in Sects. 3.3.6

and 4.3. Whenever content is added to the database, labeling the nodes that are part of work-in-progress helps avoid edit con-

flicts and supports tracking them over multiple editing sessions. A reference to a common source (e.g., NREL cost breakdown)

can for example be used for the label. When such work-in-progress content has been sufficiently integrated into the database,

such a temporary label must be removed. Finally, the ‘internal’ label provides functionality that supports properly representing10

large, modular models—more on this in Sect. 3.3.5—, but it is not yet clear whether it is a sufficiently effective approach.

2.4 Practical implementation

We have chosen to use the Neo4j graph database server software. It implements the labeled property graph model detailed in

Sect. 2.1. It is cross-platform Java software available under both free and commercial licenses. Interaction with the server can

be done through a provided internet browser interface, application programming interfaces to various popular programming15

languages, or via HTTP requests containing JSON-formatted messages (ECMA International, 2017). (HTTP, the HyperText

Transfer Protocol, is the ubiquitous communication protocol of the World Wide Web and JSON, the Javascript Object Notation,

is a widely supported text-based data format.) Commands for the server are formulated in Cypher, a graph database-specific

query language (Neo4j, Inc., 2019), comparable to what SQL (Structured Query Language) is for relational databases (Silber-

schatz et al., 2011).20

The main reasons for choosing this particular graph database software are

– the fact that it has a free license (AGPL version 3), taking away any cost considerations at this stage of development

(FSF, Inc., 2007),

– its interactive web interface, which greatly facilitates interaction with the database, and

– its server nature, so that multiple users can access the same database concurrently and from different locations.25

Furthermore, it has good documentation and the fact that it is one of the market leaders makes it straightforward to find support.

We give a screenshot of the web interface showing interactive functionality—graph element selection—in Fig. 9. It shows the

command line box for entering Cypher queries (top), a menu bar for accessing database-related information (left), and a query

result window containing an interactive graph visualization. All graph visualizations in this paper have been obtained as exports

from this interface.30

It does have some limitations:
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Figure 9. A screenshot of the Neo4j web interface.

– The web interface provides no interactive editing of graph elements or properties. This must all be done using Cypher

queries. However, there exist separate tools that make this possible; these have not been tested.

– There is only a very limited support for specifying a formal schema. Namely, only per-label property existence and

uniqueness constraints can be added. Thus, most of the schema we specified must be respected through author discipline

and periodic efforts by the maintainer to correct deviations from the schema.5

The database structure and content does not depend on the currently chosen implementation. The structure is compatible

with other databases and database types. The content can be exported to various machine-readable and human readable formats,

such as JSON and GraphML (Brandes et al., 2002). The advantage of using graph database software, however, is that it includes

functionality specifically tailored for working with graphs, such as shortest path algorithms. The advantage of using a database

server is that effective collaboration on database content is possible.10
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3 Content

Section 2 gave a description of the structure of OWFgraph. Database content did make an appearance in the examples and

illustrations, but was not the focus.

This section shifts focus to the content. This is not done by actually listing the contents, as that cannot be done in a man-

ageable way; the actual database implementation is the most convenient approach to discover, browse, and otherwise query the5

database (access can be obtained by contacting the authors). It is done by giving statistics, in Sect. 3.1, listing the main sources

for content and giving an overview of the content addition process, in Sect. 3.2, and focusing on specific cases where domain

representation was not initially straightforward, in Sect. 3.3.

3.1 Database statistics

Currently, the database contains 1219 nodes and 1718 edges. Table 3 shows a breakdown over node categories and edge10

relationship types. The average in-degree and out-degree for the different categories are also included. (The in-degree of a

node is the number of incoming edges and the out-degree of a node is the number of outgoing edges.)

Some facts that are immediately apparent from the table: Most database content is currently concentrated in the virtual world

of models and variables. Also, the PART OF and VARIANT OF relationships form a substantial part of all connections made for all

categories except for procedures. Furthermore, models have an average in-degree above four, meaning that on average more15

than four variables are connected to each model.

3.2 Sources for content

Initially, content was added reflecting the personal knowledge of the contributors, supported by standard references such as the

books by Manwell et al. (2009), Burton et al. (2001), and the collection edited by Twidell and Gaudiosi (2009). This started by

developing the subgraph for object PART OF object, which describes the breakdown of the physical wind energy system. This20

created the context for adding and connecting some models. It included adding a few procedures to see how they could be

integrated. Throughout this initial stage, the foundational ontology changed based on the experience and insight gained.

The initial stage gave way to trying out various approaches for obtaining and adding further content. One was gathering

information about models used in the field by interviewing domain experts. Specifically, the wind energy group of ECN

(Energy research Centre of the Netherlands, now part of TNO) contributed in this way. This led to general and also ECN-25

specific additions such as their FarmFlow wake modeling tool, shown in Fig. 10.

In the first of two trials for adding large bodies of content, the models described in the PhD thesis of Zaaijer (2013) were

imported. This was done in a semi-automated fashion: To start, models from the thesis and the variables involved were man-

ually copied to a structured spreadsheet description. This description was then imported to the database using a script, adding

about 150 models, 330 variables, and 600 relationships. Finally, connections between imported nodes and those previously30

present were manually added to integrate the material. This integration is still an ongoing process and is not trivial; it effectively

prompted the discussion on model grouping in Sect. 3.3.5.
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Table 3. Database content node and edge numbers breakdown.

Category Number Avg. Degree Source Relationship Target Number

in out

model 205 4.2 0.22
model PART OF model 37

model VARIANT OF model 6

model RELATES TO phenomenon 0

variable 812 0.56 1.8

variable PART OF variable 410

variable VARIANT OF variable 44

variable DESCRIBES attribute 198

variable APPEARS IN model 685

variable INPUT TO model 89

variable OUTPUT OF model 37

variable OUTPUT OF procedure 0

object 93 1.7 1.1

object PART OF object 62

object VARIANT OF object 29

object INPUT TO procedure 5

object OUTPUT OF procedure 4

procedure 6 2.7 1.2

procedure PART OF procedure 1

procedure VARIANT OF procedure 0

procedure INSTRUCTS object 4

procedure MODIFIES attribute 2

procedure MEASURES attribute 0

attribute 103 2.3 1.0

attribute PART OF attribute 25

attribute VARIANT OF attribute 7

attribute DESCRIBES object 67

attribute DESCRIBES procedure 6

attribute CAUSES phenomenon 0

attribute AFFECTED BY phenomenon 0

attribute APPEARS IN phenomenon 0

phenomenon 0
phenomenon PART OF phenomenon 0

phenomenon VARIANT OF phenomenon 0

Total 1219 1.4 1.4 Total 1718
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Figure 10. The model node for the FarmFlow wake tool and its surroundings in the graph.

The second large import was of the NREL cost breakdown for offshore wind farms (Moné et al., 2015, App. F). This time,

the tabular structure could be readily copied to a spreadsheet and from there automatically imported using a script. Almost

350 cost variables were added in this trial, all part of a tree-shaped cost breakdown. This imported material has not yet been

connected to the pre-existing content.

The experience with the two import trials showed that it is straightforward to add content, but that this is not the case for5

integrating the imported material. Integration usually requires adding new nodes that allow creating relationships with the

existing and imported material and merging of imported and existing nodes to remove duplication. This is complicated by

the lack of naming convention in the literature and often missing explicit definitions of variables such as cost components.

Planning integration before importing can greatly reduce the effort required, as much of the needed work can be anticipated

and taken into account in the spreadsheet structure and import script.10

3.3 Non-straightforward domain representation cases

Our experience in adding content to the database has shown that adding a set of nodes with their properties and interrelations is

straightforward and can be done relatively quickly. However, as mentioned in the previous section, it is the integration with the

other database content that is time-consuming. Also, the content sources, such as a description of a set of models underlying a

software tool (e.g., Zaaijer, 2013), provide a conceptually different view of the domain than the one presented in a knowledge15

base. For example, the choice of variables may be geared towards computation and therefore—from the knowledge base

perspective—issues, such as duplication of variables, may be present. So, choices about how to deal with such issues need to

be made, each of which needs to have a general applicability throughout the database.

This section therefore investigates the most important cases encountered where non-straightforward representation choices

had to be made. Each of the choices made in these cases effectively corresponds to a set of guidelines that, while not part of20
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the schema or foundational ontology, should be followed in similar content representation situations elsewhere in the database.

The reason is that they form consistency criteria that database users can rely on. For some of these cases, the issue at hand is

still not resolved entirely satisfactorily.

3.3.1 Content harmonization

The content in the database is added by multiple people with different use cases for the database and originates from various5

sources. Even if the database schema and foundational ontology is adhered to, if no effort is made to integrate these additions,

the database would become a disconnected bunch of graphs. This would defeat its purpose of being a coherent description of

the offshore wind farm domain.

Therefore, content must be harmonized to achieve this goal. Concretely, there are the following guidelines:

– A concept may only be represented by a single node10

– Tool-specific models and variables must be used sparingly and always described using PART OF or VARIANT OF relation-

ships with generic models and variables.

Even while not being essential in their representation, the provenance of nodes should still be indicated in the description

and references properties.

Examples from the database can illustrate both of the above guidelines.15

Figure 11 gives an example of concept duplication that should be eliminated. At the top in the figure is an excerpt from the

NREL cost breakdown (Moné et al., 2015)—top-level cost nodes for the offshore wind farm—and at the bottom an excerpt

of the cost model of Zaaijer (2013)—top-level cost nodes for the offshore wind energy system—, both discussed in Sect. 3.2.

The capital expenditure concept is duplicated, but not necessarily its PART OF children, so that some care needs to be taken

merging these two subgraphs—this still remains to be done. (Note that the PART OF relationship here has been used to indicate20

decomposition into terms of a sum. Such usage is ambiguous and should therefore—despite its convenience—be eliminated

adding intermediate sum models.)

Figure 12 shows how tool-specific nodes can be handled. The example of the ECN Install tool is used. Here, the tool-specific

input variables are described as either a VARIANT OF a generic variable or decomposed into generic variables using the PART OF

relationship.25

3.3.2 Concept unicity & object multiplicity

The fact that each concept may only be represented by a single node has further implications. Namely, many objects in offshore

wind farms come in multiple instantiations, such as wind turbines and electrical cables. The fact that there are multiple of them

plays a role in many models, such as those for calculating wake deficits and electrical losses. An approach must be used that

acknowledges the INPUTS of those models and respects the unicity of concepts.30

The chosen approach is to introduce ‘set of’ variables to represent these—unique—sets of objects. Such set variables can

be found in many of the graph excerpts used as illustration above: the ‘set of wind turbines’ in Figs. 5 (right), 6 (left), 10,
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and 12; the ‘set of transmission cable grid endpoints’ in Fig. 1; the ‘set of wind turbine failures’ in Fig 8. To refer to a specific

instance of an object of which multiple are present in an offshore wind farm, an ‘identifier’ variable is used, for example the

‘wind turbine identifier’ visible in Fig 8. However, no use of such a variable as input to or output of a model is yet made and

they may still prove superfluous.

It is informative to take a closer look at the role ‘set of transmission cable grid endpoints’ plays in Fig. 1. It is used to5

calculate the offshore wind farm power output. Namely, it provides the information necessary to sum the right cable endpoint

power flows. The reason for using cable endpoints and not cables in such a context is that the power flow in a cable is not

constant due to losses, which we also need to be able to express.
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3.3.3 Non-scalar variables

Scalar variables are trivial to represent, but this is not generally the case for non-scalar variables. Many models—certainly

tools—deal with non-scalar variables of various types: vectors, matrices, lists of instructions, data sets, etc. Some of these

non-scalar variables also are closely related to models and confusion may arise about how to include them in the database.

Furthermore, when and how is a variable PART OF another variable?5

First of all, anything that is considered a variable of some form by a model for a part of the offshore wind farm domain,

is a valid variable to be included in the database. This of course includes constants, parameters, but also files with input and

output in some tool-specific format. Some tools can be extended with scripts included in input files; such things are borderline

cases. A useful discriminator here is that anything that adds substantial functionality to a tool cannot be a variable, but should

perhaps better be dealt with using model groups (cf. Sect. 3.3.5).10

Next, how should variables that essentially contain all the information necessary to define some model be dealt with? Despite

the apparent redundancy, the idea is to include both and, if needed, make their relationships explicit. This is best clarified and

explained using an example. The graph on the left in Fig. 13 presents a few models and variables related to the power curve

of a wind turbine. The power curve itself (in the middle) is represented as a variable—think about a list of wind speed and

power output pairs. Two related models are shown: The one at the bottom transforms wind speed values into power outputs15

in conformance to the information specified in the power curve variable. The one at the top represents an algorithm that takes

wind speed and power output pairs and produces a power curve variable. (Neither of these models is specified in a detailed

way, for example whether and how the conformity model interpolates; such detail is not needed in general, but could be added

if some database use case requires it.)

Finally, a variable can be represented as a PART OF another variable if it is a distinguishable part thereof. Components of a20

vector and lines in a list or file are prime examples. Figure 13 illustrates this with excerpts from the graph: from left-to-right, it

shows how cut-in and cut-out speeds are features of the power curve, how a power curve is part of the ECN Install wind turbine

description input, how an (ECN Install) offshore wind farm installation plan consists of distinct installation steps, how scale

and shape parameters are features of a Weibull distribution, and how the free stream wind velocity has speed and direction

components.25

3.3.4 Variable connections of variant models

Multiple VARIANTS OF a model can be added to the database. Even more so, it is actually a project goal to have such variants in

the database, to support analyses where performances of alternative models are compared. However, such variants will share

many variables. The question then becomes how to connect those variables to all the variants.

In this context it is useful to recall from Sect. 2.2.3 that a concept that is a VARIANT OF another concept should be more30

specific. If two variants cannot be ordered in this way, they should be represented as VARIANTS OF a more generic common

abstraction. Therefore, a set of variant nodes is (partially) ordered from most generic to most specific.
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Figure 13. Examples of non-scalar variables and their surroundings in the graph.

In the context of models this ordering can be exploited to limit the number of connections to shared variables and make part

of the specificity of each variant immediately apparent. Namely, variables must be connected to the most generic variant in

which they appear. Then, to know all the variables involved in a specific variant, we can look at all the variables connected to

that variant and any of its more generic ‘ancestors’. Also, those variables connected to this specific variant are then immediately

known to be specific to it and all its ‘descendants’ in the order.5

To illustrate, Fig. 14 shows an example of an ordered set of models and their variables. Namely it shows a generic farm

wake model (on the left) with its typical inputs and its output, the disturbed wind speed at hub height. It has two more specific,

concrete variants, the classical farm wake model by Katić et al. (1987) and FarmFlow (Brand and Wagenaar, 2010), ECN’s

farm wake model. Both have an extra input variable, a wake expansion factor and the ambient turbulence intensity, respectively.

The latter also has an extra output, the effective turbulence intensity at hub height. Furthermore, the Katić model also has a10

variant with wind speed rotor plane averaging.

The variable connection rule must actually be made more precise. Above, it was assumed that the relationship type of the

connection is the same between a model and its variant. In case it is not, the connection must not be omitted. For example,

a variable that APPEARS IN a model may be an OUTPUT OF a VARIANT OF that model. So the variable connection rule must be

applied to variables and relationship types, not just to variables by themselves.15

3.3.5 Groups of models

The detail with which models and tools should be represented in the database has not yet been specified. In principle any level of

detail can be used. It corresponds to the size of the set of interconnected models and variables that are used for it in the database.

At one extreme, a single model with all the ‘externally’ relevant variables corresponds to a high-level—rough—representation.
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Figure 14. Example of an ordered set of variant models and their variables.

At the other extreme, a large set of models and variables, most of which are ‘internal’ in the sense that they are only connected

to other models and variables within the set and not with externally relevant concepts, constitute a low-level—detailed—representation.

It can be useful to also have a high-level representation available for models that have been represented in high detail, for

example to reduce complexity in analyses that do not require such detail. While part of such complexity may be hidden using

specifically-tailored database queries, this cannot replace actually embedding domain knowledge. A natural way to implement5

the representation of models at different levels of detail would be to use a nested graph, namely, to embed a subgraph in a

node—the overview model. However, support for nested graph functionality is not (commonly) available in graph database

software, so an alternative is needed.

The approach implemented is the following:

1. Create the overview model node.10

2. Add all models and variables of the low-level description, their interconnections, and connections to outside variables.

3. Connect all the low-level description models as PART OF the overview model and label them internal.

4. Label as internal all the low-level description variables that are OUTPUT OF some internal model. (The OUTPUT OF here

should be understood to also include APPEARS IN with output set to true; the idea is to identify all variables that are

produced internally.)15

5. Connect all non-internal variables connected to internal models now also to the overview model. Care must be taken to

use the right relationship type, as it may change from the one used for the low-level connection it mimics. Namely—going

into the details—,
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Figure 15. Excerpt showing an overview model and part of its low-level description (left). The same, except with internal nodes removed

(right).

– when OUTPUT OF is used in the low-level description, use OUTPUT OF, and

– when INPUT TO is used in the low-level description, use INPUT TO,

– when APPEARS IN is used in the low-level description, use

– OUTPUT OF when the low-level relationship’s output property is ‘true’, and

– INPUT TO when the low-level relationship’s output property is ‘true’.5

The reason for this is that internal variables are unavailable when dealing with the overview model and the input-output

flexibility of an APPEARS IN relationship requires their availability. The overview model effectively behaves like a tool.

This approach makes it easy to filter out the internal nodes using the internal label and overview model. But at the same time,

the low-level description is easily accessible. However, when adding connections from internal variables to external models,

its internal label must be removed and appropriate connections to the overview model must be added.10

The above approach was applied to the maintenance model of Zaaijer (2013, pp. 239-243), which consists of 37 models,

36 variables, and 230 relationships. Of these variables, 34 are not internal. This is too big to show in its entirety, but Fig. 15

on the left gives an illustrative excerpt. In the middle is the overview model, with an internal model both to the left and to

the right. On the extreme left and right are two internal variables and above and below four external ones. For these external

variables, notice the difference in relationship type for connections with the internal model and with the overview model.15

Figure 15 on the right shows the same model, but now with internal nodes removed.
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Table 4. Discipline and cost category labels used. (The prefix ‘Cost’ has been removed from lower-level cost categories for brevity.)

Discipline Number

Electricity 24

Mechanics 15

Hydrology 6

Geophysics 1

Rocks 1

SiteConditions 10

ArrayEfficiency 1

AerodynamicLoading 2

HydrodynamicLoading 5

GravityLoading 1

Maintenance 49

Cost
36

OperationMaintenance

9

Operation

3

Maintenance
6

Investment
20

Procurement
11

RotorNacelle
1

SupportStructure

5

ElectricalSystem

5
ProjectDevelopment

1

Installation
7

RotorNacelle
2

ElectricalSystem

2

Auxiliary

2

Decommissioning

7
Removal

5

Disposal

1

3.3.6 Assigning disciplines

The offshore wind farm domain is multidisciplinary. This means that the activities involved are diverse with respect to the

background of the people performing them. When using the database, it can be useful to focus on just one or a few of these

disciplines. Therefore, as mentioned in Sect. 2.3, discipline labels have been added. These were applied to the models imported

from the thesis of Zaaijer (2013)—as discussed in Sect. 3.2—and correspond to the titles of the sections used there to list these5

models. These discipline names are listed in Table 4, where also the numbers of models that have been labeled as belonging

to the discipline are listed; the disciplines that are effectively cost-categories are presented hierarchically, mirroring how they

have been used.

Having such a set of disciplines is useful to focus on parts of the database. Namely, one can filter out nodes belonging to

or not belonging to some disciplines. To that end, however, disciplines must be assigned to all nodes—or perhaps all models,10

which is currently not the case—and they should correspond to subsets of the domain that are meaningful to the users of the

database. Furthermore, they should provide added value and not duplicate information already readily available. The set of

disciplines used in this case was chosen in an ad hoc fashion and can be improved upon.

Actually, creating a proper set of disciplines is a task of its own, where not only a set of discipline names must be decided

on, but also relationships between disciplines, and the assignment of disciplines to nodes. Our limited experience indicates15

that qua structure a partially ordered set of disciplines works well. For example, as can be gathered from the cost category

decomposition on the left in Table 4, some nodes are effectively labeled with the ‘Procurement’ subcategory (of ‘Investment’)
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and also with ‘SupportStructure’. OWFgraph can actually support this task of creating a set of useful disciplines; Sect. 4.3

discusses how.

4 Use cases

The Introduction (Sect. 1) pointed out that a tool that enables people in the field of wind energy to keep the overview would

be beneficial and it stated that OWFgraph has been developed to be such a tool. Sections 2 and 3 discussed the structure and5

content of OWFgraph. So now it should be clear why the database was created, what is in it, how it is stored there, and therefore

also what can be extracted.

This section answers the question of how such a database can be used.

It presents a number of use cases; we are sure there are others. First is the one that actually triggered OWFgraphs develop-

ment: the discovery of computation pathways—discussed in Sect. 4.1. Three others presented themselves during OWFgraph’s10

development: enabling tool interoperability—discussed in Sect. 4.2—, defining a coherent set of disciplines for the offshore

wind energy domain—discussed in Sect. 4.3—, and finally education—discussed in Sect. 4.4. Each use case is delineated, the

practical application of the database is detailed, and potential challenges are highlighted.

4.1 Computation pathway discovery

In an analysis or design of an offshore wind farm, a large number of models play a role. Furthermore, multiple sets of models15

can be used to achieve the same goals; call them computation pathways. The models in these pathways can vary in their fidelity

and computational complexity. So the same analysis or design may be performed with varying computational time and result

quality characteristics. Therefore it is useful to be able to discover such pathways.

Consider the example given in Fig. 16. It shows three pathways for calculating the power output potential of a wind turbine

(on the right) starting from the wind speed at its hub (on the left). The topmost pathway uses the turbine’s power curve to20

directly calculate the output. The other pathways first pass via the power available in the wind at the rotor. Then the middle one

directly computes the output from this using a power conversion factor. In the bottom pathway one more intermediate step is

taken via the power extracted by the rotor, so separately considering the transformation from wind power to mechanical power

and mechanical power to electrical power.

The subgraph of this example is the result of a multi-step process. The generic version of this process is the computation25

pathway discovery activity. The process consists of performing on-line queries on the database and iteratively modifying these

queries until the sought-for outputs—subgraph visualizations, tabular listings, etc.—are obtained. This process is facilitated by

the interactive functionality of the database sofware’s web interface, that is, the possibility of exploring the neighborhood of

query result nodes in a point-and-click fashion. Next to exporting the result of this process, one can also save key queries in

the process for later reuse, for example after new content has been added to the database.30

The qualitatively distinct steps in the process are:
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Figure 16. A simple example showing different pathways for computing the potential power output of a wind turbine (some edges omitted

for clarity).

1. Decide which variables are the focus of the investigation. These are typically inputs—what one has available for com-

puting with—and outputs—what one wishes to compute—, but can also involve intermediate variables. In the example,

this would be ‘wind speed’ and ‘power output’.

2. Perform a keyword-based query for each of these variables of interest, to see which concrete variables there are in the

database. The query may need to be refined to get a more relevant set of matches. Based on the results, concrete variables5

are selected that will function as endpoints—or junctions—in the pathways. In the example, the initial keywords could

be ‘wind speed’ and ‘power’, with, for example, the latter refined to ‘WT power’. The selected variables are ‘wind speed

at hub height’ and ‘WT potential power output’.

3. Perform a query to search for a shortest path between endpoints traversing any junction nodes. In the example, the

shortest path will be the top one, passing through the ‘power curve conformity’ model; it has a length of two.10

4. Query for paths of increasing length, starting from the shortest path length. To keep the output manageable, queries

looking for paths such as this one may often need to be refined to exclude or only include certain node categories

or nodes from being present in the result. An upper limit on the length is decided on a case-by-case basis, typically

informed by the results already observed. For the example, the node categories were restricted to variables and models,

which is typical if the focus is really on computation. Furthermore, some nodes were excluded—such as the ‘set of WTs’15

variable—that created paths that did not correspond to actual computational pathways. So in this part of the process, the

middle length-four and bottom length-six pathways were discovered.

5. Finally, discover which other nodes are relevant using the interactive interface. This exploration of the neighborhood of

pathways can be as extensive or concise as desired. In the example, only variables needed to complete the set of inputs

of the individual models in the pathways such as ‘power coefficient’ were added in this way.20
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Not all calculation pathway analyses fit into the mold sketched above. For these, the process will remain generally similar,

but should be adapted. An example is the situation where one considers only an output variable and is interested in sets of

inputs that allow it to be computed. In this case, instead of starting from a shortest path between nodes and increasing the path

length, one can start by considering incoming paths of length one and increase their length, again excluding unwanted paths

by refining the query.5

The calculation pathway discovery process is still a quite manual one and still requires some domain knowledge. But, it is

greatly facilitated by the graph database functionality. Namely, compare it to what would need to be done without the database:

a combination of a literature study, interaction with experts, and ad hoc graph-drawing to get a comparable result. Of course the

quality of the result depends entirely on the amount of content in the database and the care with which it has been represented;

this holds for this and all other use cases. However, the fact that the database can grow over time in a collaborative effort, is10

available to the entire community, and has multiple use cases, makes the investment worthwhile.

The discovery of computational pathways is particularly useful for informing the possibilities for system scope and model

fidelity while building MDAO workflows.

Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization (MDAO) is a systems engineering technique that exploits the interac-

tions between technical disciplines and the design of different sub-components, to solve trade-offs in benefit of the performance15

of the entire system. MDAO workflow is the term given to the coupling of computational models driven by algorithms that

solve a use case, optimization, for example. The complexity of MDAO workflows can be categorized along three axes: system

scope, model fidelity and MDAO architecture. System scope encompasses the choice of disciplines and sub-components that

are modeled in the MDAO workflow, model fidelity stands for the level of sophistication of the models coupled in the MDAO

workflow, and MDAO architecture is the logical flow of data between modules and between the algorithms and the modules.20

Depending on the use case to solve, minimization of the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) of a wind farm with respect to

the position of the wind turbines (layout), for example, one would typically be interested first in finding which disciplines or

sub-components are affected by the wind farm layout, and which of these impact the LCOE. Of the entire list of variables, a

wind farm designer can then shortlist those necessary to evaluate the performance of a particular sub-component, and select a

subset of the variables deemed most impactful. Then, finding the paths between those variables and the LCOE variable informs25

which models (disciplines or sub-components) can make the link.

Concerning model fidelity, if there are two or more paths (two or more set of models) that link certain input and output

variables, OWFgraph can provide what are the required inputs and the available outputs of each of these models. If the user

has a list of variables at his disposal, a query of OWFgraph can inform what data is missing and which variables will not be

needed.30

Additionally, OWFgraph could be parsed by MDAO workflow-manipulating software, that automate the creation of work-

flows given a use case (cf. van Gent et al., 2017). Hence, if one can formalize the description of a use case using such software,

by including what is the objective function, constraints and design variables, OWFgraph can provide the knowledge of which

models can be coupled, and which would require more input data from the user.
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4.2 Tool interoperability

There is a multitude of tools in use in the offshore wind farm domain, but no interoperability conventions yet. Some provide

unique functionality and for some alternatives exist. They all work with the same general domain and therefore the many

variables reappear as inputs or outputs. In principle they can be chained together in a workflow, or one tool can be replaced by

another. However, this is hampered by the lack of interoperability conventions.5

The advent of more integrated system-level design and analysis has brought to the fore the advantages of such conventions.

Concretely, the current IEA Wind Task 37 ‘Wind Energy Systems Engineering: Integrated RD&D’ (the Task)—which the au-

thors are involved in—has as one of its objectives to “provide framework guidelines that will enable more seamless integration

of analysis tools and reference models between organizations” (also see Sanchez Perez-Moreno et al., 2016). Specifically, in its

‘Work Package 1’ (the Work Package), the goal is to develop a common ontology (“hierarchical framework of characteristics”)10

and a common data exchange format. The experience of the people working on this ontology and the data exchange formats is

that it is a daunting task to be sufficiently comprehensive.

OWFgraph can facilitate efforts such as the one of the Work Package. First of all, it can provide the common ontology;

namely, its subgraph of variables is effectively such an on ontology, structured through its connection with the ‘real world’

of objects, procedures, and their attributes. The tools considered by the Task are just model instances; using PART OF and15

VARIANT OF relationships they can be described to the level of detail required. The tool-specific inputs and outputs can be added

as variables that are VARIANTS OF the tool-neutral ‘common ontology’ variables; this makes it possible to automate creation

of common data exchange format descriptions, for example using the JSON Schema language (Andrews et al., 2018). These

VARIANT OF relationships can carry—in their properties—the precise information necessary to transform ‘common ontology’

variable values to tool-specific variable values. Doing that opens the possibility of even automating data format translation.20

The development of common ontology variables relates closely to the issue of integration of new tools in OWFgraph, dis-

cussed in Sect. 3.3.1. Duplication of concepts and name conflicts are solved by a naming convention for tool-neutral variables.

4.3 Defining disciplines

As stated before, the offshore wind farm domain is multidisciplinary. Section 2.3 mentioned that labels can be used to indicate

the disciplines a node belongs to and that these can be used to filter the database content. Section 3.3.6 made this more concrete25

by showing what is currently present in OWFgraph in this regard. This section moves to the problem of defining a useful set of

disciplines. Previous work in this area has been done by Sempreviva et al. (2017).

What constitutes a useful set of disciplines? We use the following criteria:

1. Individual disciplines correspond to what is typically understood to be a discipline, namely, a specific branch of knowl-

edge, learning and practice. In other words, each discipline represents a subdomain that can stand on its own as an object30

of study.

2. The set of disciplines covers the whole domain.
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3. Each discipline covers a non-trivial part of the domain—that is, disciplines that cover almost all domain concepts or just

a few domain concepts provide no added value and would crowd the set of disciplines.

4. The difference between any pair of disciplines is also nontrivial in the sense that a sufficient number of concepts should

belong to one, but not to the other. (This still allows subdisciplines.)

What comes to the fore in this set of criteria is a reliance on having an overview of the domain. This is what OWFgraph5

provides. How can it be used for the definition of a useful set of disciplines? The first criterion suggests that an initial proposal

set of disciplines is formulated by domain experts; taking the taxonomy of Sempreviva et al. (2017), for example. These

discipline terms are then applied to concepts in the database, either to all or to a specific subset, such as all models. This makes

it possible to check the further criteria:

– In case some concepts are not covered by any discipline term, a discipline needs to be added or broadened in scope.10

– In case a discipline covers almost all or just a few concepts, it can be removed, or, in the latter case, it can be decided

that concepts need to be added to the database to improve its coverage of the domain.

– In case a pair of disciplines both cover essentially the same concepts, then they either need to be merged, or concepts

need to be added to the database to differentiate the disciplines

– In case the majority of concepts in a discipline are connected to concepts in another discipline, it should be investigated15

whether the disciplines should be merged.

– In a discipline, if there are hardly any connections between one set of concepts and another, it may need to be split.

The second and third point make it clear that adding disciplines to OWFgraph can cause underrepresented domain areas to

become apparent. For the last two points, clustering algorithms for graphs may be used.

When one arrives at a set of disciplines built from the above steps, each discipline effectively corresponds to a nontrivial and20

unique set of concepts. It may reflect biases present in the database—because some part of the domain is underdescribed, for

example—, but these can be remedied by expanding the database. Biases and other defects in a set of disciplines defined solely

on the basis of expert opinion are hard to even concretely discuss; the resulting arbitrary nature of the set will negatively impact

its acceptance. A set of disciplines defined using OWFgraph can be viewed as a high-level summary of information present in

the database, so of offshore wind farm domain concepts. The fact that the disciplines are backed in this way by concrete sets25

of concepts removes the arbitrariness mentioned earlier, improving its chances of acceptance.

4.4 Education

In education, OWFgraph can be used for domain discovery, that is, to learn about the different parts of the offshore wind farm

domain and how they are related. For example, it is possible to discover

– the different objects that together form the physical offshore wind energy system,30
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– the different ways in which specific variables play a role, and

– the alternatives that exist for certain models.

One can imagine students doing a project in a certain subfield checking the database to see if they have not missed anything

relevant—e.g., concrete variables, models, objects, and procedures—in their subfield or in related fields. This educational

use case is not only applicable to students in the strict sense, but to anyone needing to familiarize themselves with a part of the5

domain.

In practice, users will start with a simple query to obtain a single or a few nodes. Then they can use the interface (cf. Fig. 9)

to explore the connections of the nodes obtained. This exploration can be repeated to explore an arbitrarily large part of the

database. The interface makes it possible to remove nodes from view, so the graph excerpt shown can be kept to a manageable

size. For each of the nodes, their properties, especially the description and references, provide information that goes10

beyond what can be learned from the connections and name alone.

There is already enough content for pilots of this use case, but for actual use the content still needs to grow and mature.

There is a potential big advantage to this use case. During their explorations, the students will encounter issues, such as

errors and omissions. If appropriate procedures and facilities are put in place—a bug tracker—, they can signal and help fix

them. So this use case can actually help improve the quality of the database content.15

5 Conclusion & Vision

This paper started by stating that a tool that enables researchers in the offshore wind energy field to keep the overview can

provide great benefits. This paper describes OWFgraph, a knowledge base for the offshore wind farm domain, a tool made just

for that purpose. Its conception as a graph database allows us to make use of functionality in existing software that facilitates

access to the content (Sect. 2.4). The design of its structure balances the requirements of expressivity and simplicity, to enable20

a broad group of practitioners to both make use and contribute (Sect. 2.2). Although the database content itself was not a focus

of this paper, it does discuss and provide solutions for non-straightforward domain representation cases (Sect. 3.3) to provide

an accurate view of the difficulties that arise when adding content to the database. The paper describes a number of different

use cases to make clear not only what OWFgraph is, but also how it can be used.

So, this work shows that it is possible to build a tool that helps people keep the overview of the offshore wind farm domain.25

The actual benefits of this tool are greatly dependent on the amount and quality of the database content. Our experience in

adding data, as reported mainly in Sect. 3, makes it clear that adding content is a time-consuming but mostly one-time activity.

Our current judgment is that the time investment—also for management—will only really pay off if a larger group of people

contribute and make use of the database. Each contributor can focus on their areas of expertise, making content addition more

time-efficient. Each successful use case increases the value of the database, and therefore decrease its relative time investment30

cost.

Therefore, we see the future of OWFgraph as a shared resource built by an international on-line community. Such a commu-

nity can increase the accessibility of the database by creating effective documentation, providing instruction, and facilitating
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collaboration between people with a specific use case and people with experience in using the database. Such collaborations

are important, because there is an appreciable learning curve, which will never completely disappear, even if more beginner-

friendly software tools for accessing the database become available. A successful community building and maintaining a shared

knowledge base can effectively avoid duplication of structured domain description efforts of various research and working

groups that would otherwise create single-use spreadsheets.5
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